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MISSIONARIES AND SOUL TRAPPERS
EnnElts::Tao:h:ct:#±veE::t
does not have many virtues and
institutions of which it can be justly
proud. We considered listing them but

that would risk offending many
individuals, groups and projects who
would feel unjustly snubbed. Suffice to
say that from Jewish Care to Limmud a
community of 267,000 can rightly point
to notable achievements.
But in this Editorial - which is, after

all, for intemal consumption - we
would like to focus on the neuroses.
First, the highly perceptive Cohen
and Kahn-Harris research conducted
for the UJIA in 2005 pointed up an
obsession with authenticity, defined as
`how things were done in the s¢et/ that

my father or grandfather didn't go to'.
The Editor's father and grandfathers,
and his mother and grandmothers,
come to that, actually attended Barking
and Becontree Synagogue. Very
feez.mz'sfr it was too. But why it should

provide the litmus test for authentic
Judaism is a puzzle.
Second, the community has a strong
tendency to define Judaism in temis of
frc7sfer"f and Sabbath observance. These
are significant and valuable practices.

But your Editor would scarcely like to
read as his epitaph `He refrained from
carrying his Zcz//I.s bag and never
touched turbot'. The community is
riddled with those who believe that
anyone who is more obsessive than
they are when it comes to frczsfe7~#J is

"eLrfez4ggefe and anyone who observes

the Sabbath in a less traditional manner
is a goJ,.

Third, we have singularly failed to
move beyond the profound sense of
victimhood bestowed upon us by the
S172ocrfe. This is understandable but it

makes us profoundly neurotic and
unable to respond to the people and the
society around us in a way that is in our
own best interests, never mind in the
interests of the people amongst whom
we live.

It is hard to know how much of this
has been caused by the global rise of
fundamentalism since the 1960s. But it
leaves us in thrall to some very strange
interpretations of Judaism.
Consider the latest demographic
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prediction for our community. By 2050,
if present trends continue, more than
half of British Jewry will be c¢czrec7j..

We are immensely deferential to
organisations like Aish, who want our
children to be Jewisb. But the Judaism
they want them to subscribe to is a
Judaism that drives a wedge between
children and parents, most often
expressed in the lament - or statement
of pride -`They cannot eat in my home
anymore'. The Kotzker Rebbe
famously commanded us to `Take care
of your own soul and another person's
body not of your own body and another

person's soul'. But there are many on
the picturesque right who only want
souls and will go to extreme lengths to
capture them. There are many within
that camp who insist that they alone
understand the will of God and they
alone know the whole Truth. Those
souls who defy capture are best written
out of the Jewish people.
If you doubt just how many are in
thrall to the missionaries and soul
trappers, ask anyone in leadership

positions within the mainstream of the
community about their bottomless

pocketsandtheirunlnatchablebudgets.
These enable them to offer enticing
freebies and deploy seemingly endless
human resources. Much of the money
comes from donors within the
mainstream of the community.
Why is it that groups and religious
organisations who parade a theology
of the `there's been a tragedy, check
your 7"ez#zofe ' variety are held in such
respect? Why is it that we are so
attracted to manifestations of the
dignity of difference but cannot see
that the great challenge to faith today
lies not just in respecting difference

but in the imperative of forming
relationships and partnerships without
which the world cannot be repaired, let
alone find peace.
Perhaps it is the impact of
fundamentalism. Perhaps it is neurotic
behaviour brought on by past Jewish
experiences. Most probably it is a

potentially fatal interplay of the two.
Whatever analysis you share, it has

produced a community which is not
tackling
the
huge
theological
challenges of our time, which is not
engaged in addressing the cutting edge

ethical issues of the day, which is not
widely committed to repairing the
world, which does not see as its core

purpose joining with others to be a
blessing to all the families of the earth.
Which is why two communal
initiatives are so important. The first is
the Jewish Cross-communal Secondary
School (JCoSS) which will open its
doors in Barnet to 1100 pupils in
September 2010. It will welcome all

those who count themselves to be
Jewish and it will provide the kind of
Jewish and secular education that roots

young Jews in their tradition so that
they can work with others for the good
of society. It will provide the kind of
faith education that is needed in the
2 I st century.

The
second
initiative
is
ResponsAbility. Just as Jewish Care

provides for our welfare, CST for our
security and UJIA for our Zionist
commitment, so ResponsAbility will
enable us as a community to engage
with the cutting edge ethical issues of
the 21St century.

In both cases, the Reform, Liberal
and Masorti movements have worked
energetically together, not
for
themselves, but to provide the
community as a whole with crosscommunal institutions tailored to the
needs of the community today.
It is hugely significant that lay people
from right across the community, from
members of the United Synagogue to
unaffiliated Jews welcome, embrace,
and whole-heartedly support these
initiatives. The ` default' position within
the community may still be United
Synagogue but that has not stopped
the emergence of two vital crosscommunal projects which are
genuinely in the interests of the entire
community.
Let us welcome the first signs that
our community is rising above its
neuroses and voicing its frustration
with the seductive hegemony of the
fundamentalists. Expressing a credible
theology; uniting around values by
which we can live and find meaning
and purpose; working with others to
repair the world; and seeking to be a
blessing even when others are not a
blessing to us - that is mainstream

Judaism I

Dan Fesler
of Israel, like that of all modem

TIH STRENGTH
nation-states,
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based
STATE
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Leo Baeck Educcaton Center, Haifa
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national security and on social, political
and economic stamina. During the first
years of its existence, Israeli society
believed that its national security was
based on the quality of its human assets.
What counts is not only the number of
aeroplanes, but the quality of the pilot;
not only the nulnber of tanks, but the

quality of the driver or gunner in the
tank. Hulnan beings with their brains
and hearts, imbued with a passion for
endeavour and adherence to their goals
and motivated by their beliefs and a
deeply rooted value system, are the
creators and the operators. One of the
most important moral precepts the
medieval philosopher Maimonides uses
to determine the quality of a person is:
"to fulfil the truth because it is truth"
(Maimonides, Laws of Repentance
Ch.10). Despite the importance of

economic reward, the source of
creativity and of commitment to one's
People and one's State lies in this moral
basis: the aspiration for truth and the
investigation of truth in every domain.
A Jewish democratic state imposes
upon us unique democratic obligations,
based on our distinctive heritage. It
demands that we create a just society,
in which all citizens can enjoy a quality
existence.
The Israeli ethos is currently

undergoing a process of change.

2
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Aggressiveness,

shallowness

of

thought, the arrogance of "trust me,
everything will be OK" and greed are
spreading thoughout all levels of
society. We must go back to
encouraging the ethos of study, a
commitment to values, a sense of
belonging to a community, of
excellence and of a willingness to
contribute to all members of society.
Human assets grow and develop
within the infrastructure of an
educational system. Human assets are
the sole and exclusive natural resource
we have in the State of Israel. But the
level of educational achievement in the
State of Israel is now declining
significantly.
Even so, in Israel's 60th year of

independence we can be very proud of
ourselves. We have established a
strong and growing economy; we lead
a democratic way of life. Israeli society
is making a significant contribution to
humanity in the fields of science,
medicine,
technology,
modern
agriculture and advanced industry (hitech); bear the fruits of innovative
culture in literature, music, theatre and
art.
The State of Israel in 2007 is playing

a significant role among the
community of nations, and its citizens
are rightfully proud.
We have achieved much on an
international scale. But we pay a dear
price in the areas essential to our
existence as a nation and a community.
Social and economic gaps are
increasing at a gallop and currently
24% of Israel's citizens are classified
as living below the poverty line. This
is the highest poverty rate in the
Western world among these countries
that rank high on the human
development scale. The social gap
between the highest and the lowest has
grown significantly. It places Israel
second in the Western world.
The weaker levels of the population
include a large portion of the Arab
citizens of Israel, the Ethiopian
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A feeling Of
disappointment with the

current goverrment and
leadership is spreading
among the Isradi
public. There is a
strong desire to search

f;or alternatives, and
people are looling
f;orward to a change.
The need fior leadership
which initiates , which
has vision and values,

which can paint an
optinistic picture Of the
future for the State Of
Israel, has become
rrmch more profound
in recehi years.
The void lei it by
Israel's leadership is
being filled by citizens
and organizations who
are tcking on the
responsibility Of
the role Of the
well ;are state.

immigrant community, Israelis of
Eastern descent, residents of the
periphery, and fJczredz. ultra orthodox
Jews. There is a very high rate of
unemployment and a low level of
education among these groups. Most
of them will live their entire lives in
poverty.
Along with the growing social gaps
which threaten our national strength,
we are witness to an upheaval in values
which also threatens to harm the stable
foundations of the state. These include
government corruption, draft-dodging,
attempts to undermine the checks and
balance system between the legislative
authority and the Government, and
public debates surrounding the socalled end of the age of Zionism and
the beginning of the post-Zionist era.
All these developments raise critical
questions regarding the Jewish identity
and character of the State of Israel.
Last July, the "Ha'aretz" newspaper
published an article by Yair Ettinger
entitled "Until ignorance divides us".
In it Mr Ettinger describes his
impressions of a meeting between
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert and Rabbi
Prof. David Ellenson, President of the
Hebrew Union College, Rabbi Prof.
David Hartman, Chairman of the
Shalom
Hartman
Institute
in
Jerusalem, and Rabbi Prof. Arnie
Eisen, Chancellor of the Jewish
Theological Seminary. Mr Ettinger
writes of Rabbi Prof. Ellenson:
"During his visit to Israel, Rabbi

Ellenson had a hard time getting over
the discouraging impression left by his
meeting with senior Israeli figures a
few days before his departure from the
United States at an international
gathering of university presidents. On
A4:o/ze'z. Sfecrz)bcz/, he related, a rabbi
recited
fJczvc7cz/c7¢
for
all
the

participants, and Rabbi Ellenson
noticed the looks on the faces of some
of the Israelis.
` One of them, the president of a very

large university in Israel, told me he
continued on next page
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had never seen such a service and never
even heard of its existence'. Rabbi
Ellenson was greatly saddened,. It
made him think about what it means
for the People of Israel that its heritage
has been abandoned. `What does it
mean that an intellectual doesn't know

"The Leo Baeck

fading sense of belonging to the
Jewish communal heritage and
People.
d. Collapsing public education system,
both on the level of values and on
the level of student achievement.
The Israeli Minister of Education,
Prof. Yuli Tamir, recently visited
Singapore. During her discussions with

her counterpart in that country, he told

Education Center sees
its mj,ssion in

edecating a
generation and in
areating the
relationship between
generations rooted in
the eternal vahaes and
bdiofs Of Judaism and
Zionj,st heritage " .
what j7crvc7cz/cz¢ is? And he is not the

only one among the Israelis."
In today's Israel, approximately
12% of the Jewish population identify
themselves as being fJcrredz.7", and their
numbers are growing. Ministry of
Education data shows that every fourth
child begins first grade in a ffc}rec7z.

framework. One quarter of all the
students in Israel who study under
j7c}redz.-religious

auspices

learn

nothing about the history of Zionism,
democracy, world culture or sciences.
Their Jewish world view develops
mainly around the rigid practice of
77cz./zvof, what they should or should not
do. This group of Israeli students is

differentiated from the rest of the
community. They have no interest in
taking part in the national endeavour
and commitment. Graduates of the
ffczrcc7z. school system do not enlist in

the Israel Defence Forces, nor do they

participate in the workforce. Most of
them will find themselves trapped in
the cycle of poverty.
The State of Israel therefore finds
itself in a deep and serious social crisis.
Its major characteristics are these:
a. Socio-economic inequality among
various groups of Israeli citizens.
b. Political inequality and a gap in the

fulfilment of human and civil rights
between the minority, consisting of
Israeli Arabs, and the majority of
Israeli citizens.

c. Weakening Jewish identity, and a

4

her, according to the yedz.of ,4c7zro72o/

newspaper:
"The fate of the state is in my hands.

The answer to the question if we will
survive or not lies only here, in this
office". Upon hearing these words
Prof. Tamir replied: "In our country
there is only one group which
understands that - the Zrcrredz.7„, who
are willing to do everything for their
educational system. They know that
their future lies in education. Secular

people in Israel do not understand that
the rug is being pulled out from under
their feet. They do not understand
things in depth like the Minister of
Education of Singapore. We are under
the illusion that somehow everything
will work out."
Today, Israel's government is very
weak. The ministers are constricted by
limitations
of
legislation
and
regulations. Any meaningful initiative
would encounter legal difficulties and
concern on the part of public officials
about doing anything which might
endanger their positions or cause their
office to be brought before the
Supreme Court.
Governmental plans to reform
Israel's educational system and other
brave attempts at change which have
been initiated by the government have
failed.

The Minister of Education, Prof.
Yuli Tamir, is mistaken in her remarks
about the Jewish-secular Israeli public.

A feeling of disappointment with the
current government and leadership is
spreading among the Israeli public.
There is a strong desire to search for
alternatives, and people are looking
forward to a change. The need for
leadership which initiates, which has
vision and values, which can paint an
optimistic picture of the future for the
State of Israel, has become much more
profound in recent years. The void left
by Israel's leadership is being filled by
citizens and organizations who are
taking on the responsibility of the role
of the welfare state.
At this point we must revert to our
Jewish sources and lean from past
experience:

I.n Parashat "Shlacli' Lecha, in tale
fourth Book of Moses, the people of

Israel are nearing the end of their
wanderings in the desert. Moses, at
God's bidding, sends twelve spies to
tour the Land. After forty days the spies
return and report to Moses: "We went
into the land to which you sent us, and
it does flow with milk and honey. Here
is its fruit. But the people who live
there are powerful, and the cities are
fortified and very large. We even saw
descendants of Anak there. The
Amalekites live in the Negev; the
Hittites, Jebusites and Amorites live in
the hill country; and the Canaanites live
near the sea and along the Jordan."
Then Caleb silenced the people before
Moses and said, ``We should go up and
take possession of the land, for we can
certainly do it." (Numbers 13, 27-30).
The twelve spies were representatives of the twelve tribes. Ten of them
predicted a dire future causing
demoralization among the People of
Israel. Only two of the spies displayed
leadership, calmed the public and
offered an optimistic and positive
message. They believed in taking the
initiative, and in the people's capability and in their way.
In our current Israeli reality, we at
the Leo Baeck Education Center
identify with the attitude of Caleb ben
Yefuneh of the tribe of Judah. We are
willing to assume a role of leadership
in Israeli society. We strive to repair
the reality, to prove that these
difficulties can be grappled with `` for
we can certainly do it."
The Leo Baeck Education Centre in
Haifa was founded a decade before the
establishment of the State of Israel.
Now, in our 70th year of existence, we
can count among our accomplishments
success in creating a unique
educational model. This model is

guided by a vision and a meaningful,
values-based world view, which could
well serve all of Israeli society. Our
institution now stands at an important
crossroads. Our general direction is to
broaden our educational-communal
endeavour on a national basis. The
critical state of the Israeli educational
system and the feeling that there is an
absence of leadership with a relevant,
Jewish, values-based vision, offer us
an opportunity for rz.faha# O/czm.

The unique model created by Leo
Baeck Centre has been developed over
the 70 years of its existence, and it is
based on three principles:
1. Education -seamless education
from infancy to school leaving,
which stresses values, culture and
heritage alongside general education
and excellence.

2. Community - offering its members
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a range of programmes in the fields
of sports, leisure, culture, advancement and the development of skills,
social frameworks and interventional activities to improve their
quality of life.
3.Judaism -As a progressive
religion, offering through the
synagogue a meaningful spiritual
experience and a culture offering a
rich range of opportunities for study
in depth of classic and modern
Jewish sources. It is the root of our
existence and our national identity
in Israel.
In the Ethics of the Fathers ( 1,2) it is
said ``the world stands on three pillars:

Torah,

Avodah,

and

G'millut

j7c}scrc7z."". If we develop this concept

further and use the experience we have
gamered at the Leo Baeck Centre over
the years, we can say that the Torch
deals with the question: What? What is
the content of the required knowledge?
The Torah endows us with values,
noms, rules of behaviour, knowledge
of the world. It also hones thinking
skills and develops cognitive skills.
Time is devoted to a dialogue with
God.
4tJod¢fe - Addresses the work

(4voc7cz¢) of the heart, prayer and one' s
self-awareness. It engages one with the

question - why do I exist? Avodah
addresses our emotional intelligence
and helps us to develop human
knowledge and our personal dialogue
with ourselves.
G'millut hasadim corrmects us with
practice, endeavour and to the question
how to do this. Here we create a bridge
between knowledge and meaning,
create a dialogue with others and direct
ourselves towards our endeavours.
This
model
calls
for
the
establishment of spiritual-communal
centres in schools for all members of
the community. It offers a new way of
dealing with the challenges posed by
tbe reality of change and renewal in
life in Israel. This model offers
dialogue and a Jewish values-based
infrastructure suited to the postmodem environment: "In those days at
this time".
In the past two years have found
ourselves faced with appeals from
many different trailblazing communities and organizations which want to
form a partnership with us. They hope
thereby to achieve an improved quality
of education and communal life. There
is a crying need for the creation of an
infrastructure which will provide a cultural, spiritual and moral revival.
Meaningful reforms will achieve
success if they grow from the
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beginning, from the field, from
experience and from success. It is
important to understand that among the
non-religious public a yeaming for
Judaism exists along with the desire
for education. People are longing for a
supportive, meaningful communal life.
There is a need for pioneering and for

I/en years ago, we
adopted the Duke Of
Edinburgh Awards
Scheme at Leo Baeck,
which was iratiated
by the Duke himself:
The Scheme is a
complementary

progranme in the
school curriculum
which stresses the
social and
values-oriented
aspects Of education.
an innovative Zionism, nourished by
the values of the founders of our Land,
renewed in light of today's challenges.
In view of this new reality the
leadership of Leo Baeck has redefined
the mission and the vision of the
organization in the following way:
"The Leo Baeck Education Center
sees its mission in educating a
generation and in creating the
relationship between generations
rooted in the eternal values and beliefs
of Judaism and Zionist heritage".
From this mission we have derived
the Vision, determining that:
"We are striving to create in the

State of Israel a tapestry of educational
and community centres, which will be
based on democracy, study, general
culture and Jewish values with a
commitment to rz.fr:he¢# O/crm - social

justice, helping one another, and equal
opportunity. We strive to be a breeding
ground for modem Israeli leadership,
which will bear the banner of a unique
social outlook, sensitive to the needs
of the individual and of society".
We have assumed this mission, and
we would like to follow the example of
Caleb ben Yefuneh. The Leo Baeck
Education Center has agreed to a
request by local organizations and
authorities. As of this academic year,

we have assumed the management of a
school for the arts in Haifa that was
facing closure. We are also being
invited to become partners in the
creation of a vision, educational
concept and management of schools in
a number of local councils.
Together with the distribution of the
unique model of the Leo Baeck
Community all over Israel in answer to
the various needs of individuals,
organizations and local authorities, our
institution has been recognized with
appreciation, for the development of a
holistic educational concept. This
concept grants a major and significant
role to the school in the lives of young
boys and girls in a modem country.
Ten years ago, we adopted the Duke
of Edinburgh Awards Scheme at Leo
Baeck, which was initiated by the
Duke himself. The Scheme is a
complementary programme in the
school curriculum which stresses the
social and values-oriented aspects of
education. It provides support for the
personal development of young people
for leadership and responsibility,
alongside their academic studies.
On September 6, 2007, The Earl of
Wessex honoured our institution with
a formal royal visit. He chose to visit
Leo Baeck as part of his visit to Israel,
in order to obtain a first-hand
impression of our broad endeavours
and of the development of the Scheme
as a unique educational model. At Leo
Baeck, we have developed the Duke of
Edinburgh Awards Scheme even
further by adding an additional
dimension - the aspect of Jewish
identity. Alongside hobbies, sports,
outings and community involvement,
our students are dealing with profound
questions relating to their Jewish
identity and their connection to the
Land of Israel.
We believe that there is room in
today's Israel for meaningful and
relevant Jewish content, comprising an
important component in the identity of
the Israeli. We believe that a need
exists for the revival of community life,
which preserves Judaism in the spirit
of our times. The Warsaw Holocaust
hero Dr Yanush Korczak was right in
saying: "To mend the world means to
mend education" .
DAN TIESLH;R was born in Haiif;a, graduated
from the Leo Baeck Education Center andjoined
the lDF intelligence corps for six years. He
holds a BA degree in History Of the Je:wish

people and Political Science from Haifa
University and a MSc degree in Management
from Leicester University. Since 1999 Dani has

been the Headmaster and Managing Director Of
the Leo Baeck Education Center.
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FIVE CHILDREN

IN ONE BED
Julian Resnick
f the Life of pi, is writing a new

YLP`INook.
MARTEL,
AUTHOR
He hasTIIE
given
it the
working title of the `History of the
Shirt'. The subject matter is connected
to genocide and has nothing to do with

stand around while I try and understand
what it is I am witnessing. She explains
to me, via Barak in Lua the local
language, that she earns the equivalent
of £1 a day from which she needs to

shirts.

I heard him explain the choice of
title as a statement about the inability
of language to describe extreme situations and I understood him on a purely
theoretical and intellectual basis.
After a week in Kisurnu and the
surrounding villages in the Nyanza
province of Western Kenya where the
Lua tribe makes its home, I now fully
understand what he was talking about.
How can I describe hundreds of
young children, aged 5 to 16 wandering
the streets, covered in filth, wearing
rags and with a bottle of glue

permanently attached to their upper lip
as it is the cheapest way to get stoned
and escape the pain of their
surroundings? Is the word `awful'?
`Horrible'? `Terrible'? `Horrendous'?
`Heartbreaking'?

How do I describe my visit to the
squalid `housethut/shack/shelter' about

the size of my office in London, no
floor only dirt, holes in the tin roof, a
fire in the corner for cooking the
maize? I went with a wonderful
community health worker called
Barak, like Barak Obama, one of the
Democratic front runners for next
year's Presidential elections in the
United States, whose father moved to
the US from the Nyanza province and
is a Lua himself. We went on a house
visit so that I could understand what
makes young people choose the streets.
This is the home of a woman in her late
30s, mother of eight children, one
severely leaming disabled, from 6
month old twins to an 18 year old. She
looks after them on her own after
chasing out her husb.and when she
found him sexually abusing the 18 year
old daughter. She invites us into her
home and apologizes that she has only
one chair and one mattress and we
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feed her family, pay rent and keep them
alive somehow. I am amazed at her
courage and how she has hung up a
sheet in the middle of the house to
give some privacy to her and her
family and maintain a sense of dignity.
Embarrassed, I ask Barak whether I
can give her something before I leave
and give her the change I have on me.
Thereby I add 50% to her income for
June.
I went on to visit to the district
Hospital in Kisumu, a city of one
million inhabitants, and the way the

paediatric ward is divided. Four to five

children share a bed, often lying
listlessly with a parent with them. The
parents are needed to make food, wash
them, clean up after them. The ward is
divided into three sections, all three in
one large wooden room with partial
divisions between them. The first
section for the dangerously ill who the
doctors and nurses need to monitor,
without modem equipment, the second
section is for those who are chronically
ill, but not dangerously. The third
section, thankfully curtained off, is
wbere the dead bodies are placed to
enable those who can pay within six
hours for the care their children had
received to take the bodies home. If
they are unable to pay within six hours
the bodies
are placed in the
unrefrigerated mortuary together with
the other bodies from the week bodies can only be collected once a
week on Fridays, and it is hot here. To
remove a relative's body you need to
pay. No money, no body.
I took a bicycle trip with a Health

worker, Patrick, through the most
beautiful African Savannah, way off
the beaten track, to a little village to
visit a woman who looks about thirty
years older than me, and turns out to be
only a year older than me. She is HIV
positive and living with terrible
superstition and hostility and still
finding a way to be a devout Christian,
involved in her church and part of the
widows support group.
I meet Walter who is creating a
vegetable garden for the feeding centre
where the Kenyan Orphans Project is
feeding close to a hundred orphans
twice a day. We begin by talking about
the vegetables he is planting. We move
on to discussing the one universal
subject among the men and boys I
meet, Premiership Football. He is an
Arsenal supporter and the herdsman he
calls over is a Man United supporter
and they are both hoping that Chelsea
win nothing next season.
I go with a group of students from
Nottingham University, out with the
Kenyan Orphans Project for ten days,
to help build a new feeding centre
together with local labourers and have
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of the Kisumu area. It will be followed
by fundraising in order to make just a
small dent in the terrible misery in parts
of Africa today. We will use the
fundraising and information to
encourage the social justice agenda of
the Movement for Refomi Judaism in
every one of the circles of life -within
our families, our neighbourhoods, our
cities, our people.

a great moming. I spend an evening
with the same students in a village near
Kichogo hosted by the local widows
group -there are only women' s groups
over Here - and we eat and dance
wildly to the live music of a local group
playing local music. I ask what the
lyrics are about and Sylvia, the local
head of the AIDS support centre run by
the Omega Foundation and supported
once again by the Kenyan Orphans
Project, a great young woman with a
degree in Anthropology and therefore,
in her own words, destined to be a
spinster - she is 25 right now - as men
do not marry educated women out here,
tells me that they are about life with
AIDS. She tells me that one of the
characteristics of this music is that the
tunes are the same for weddings, feasts
and funerals, only the lyrics change. I
am shocked at the fact that such lively
music is appropriate for funerals as
well and she gets me thinking about
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the way one continues to live with joy
in a society decimated by AIDS and
other diseases.
I am writing this three days after
returning from the week I spent
preparing for our first Joumeys4Justice
trip. These journeys will begin months
before we actually get on a plane. Each
individual or organization will have to
learn about the dire needs of the people

One of the questions we will have to
answer will be what difference can we
make with our contribution both in
terms of the money we raise and the
personal visits we make. My answer is
the traditional Jewish one about people
who save one life being as though they
had saved an entire world. And painful
as this week was, I felt incredibly lucky
to spend time both with those who are
helping and with those who are
suffering.
So, why was this such a powerful
experience? Something about what
happens to us when we discover that we
really are all created in the image? I
JULIAN RESNICK I.a Dj.recfor a/ £z.1;!.#g
Judaism f;or the Reform Movement
For more details about our Joumeys4Justice
project
please
contact
Julian
julian.resnick@reformjudaism.org.uk

at
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ls THE BIBLE A NOVEL?
Peter Lipton

Dth science and religion have
IOSE )me
oF us
work
conm\AITTED
to do. Our scientific
To
and our religious texts make
incompatible claims. There is conflict
over the creation of the world, over
miracles, over the origin of the Torah
itself, and perhaps even over the
existence of God. How should we
manage this?
We could take religious claims to be
merely metaphorical. But that goes
against their plain meaning. We could
say that religious texts only talk about
values and scientific texts only talk
about facts. But that ain't so. We could

pick and mix, giving up some scientific
claims and some religious claims until
we are left with a consistent set. But
this would do violence to both sides. If
diminishing content were the only way
to avoid contradictory beliefs, then we
might have to adopt one of these three
unattractive views. But diminishing
content is not the only way. We can
instead maintain full content and adjust
our attitude towards it.
Philosophers of science have come
up with several ways to keep content
while adjusting attitude. The content in
question for them is the content of
scientific theories, but it is possible to
adapt their proposals to religious texts.
That is the possibility I want to explore

here. Philosophers known as ` scientific
realists' take a stand on both the

question of content and the question of
belief. They maintain that theories are
to be interpreted literally - given their
full content - and that the best ones
should be believed to be at least
approximately true. Some antirealists
agree with realists about content, but
disagree about belief. This may
provide us with ways to relieve the
tension between science and religion.
We may preserve content, what a
scientific or religious text says,
because that content serves various
valuable purposes, yet at the same time
we can forbear believing that content
to be revelatory of a mind-independent
reality. In so doing, we can manage
contradictions without dropping
content.
I want to be a realist about science
but an antirealist about religion, while
preserving literal content on both sides.
One way to do this is inspired by a
position in the philosophy of science
known as constructive empiricism, a
position developed and championed by
the Princeton philosopher, Bas van
FraLa.sseri in The Scientific Image
especially chapter 2, OUP 1980.

Constructive empiricism has three
components, concerning meaning,
method and belief.

The meaning component is that a
scientific theory should be understood
literally. If it seems to be talking about
invisible sub-atomic particles, then it
is talking about invisible sub-atomic
particles. The second component of
constructive empiricism is `immersion'.
To immerse oneself in a theory is to
enter into the world of that theory and
to work from within it. This is not to
believe that the theory is true, but it is
to enter imaginatively into its world
and to use it to explain and predict. The
theory may be `just a model', but it is
the model one uses. The final
component of constructive empiricism
is `acceptance'. We do not believe
everything that the theory says. Rather
we `accept' the theory, where to accept
a theory is only to believe some of its
consequences, namely those that
describe observable events. Thus we
do not believe what the theory says
about sub-atomic particles, though we
do believe what that theory goes on to
say about what we will observe.
Van Fraassen is an anti-realist about
science. I would prefer to hold on to
scientific realism - the view that
science is in the truth business. So I
would like to apply the ideas of
constructive empiricism to religion
instead of to science. How might literal
interpretation,
immersion
and
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acceptance be applied in the religious
context? Literal interpretation means
that the Bible means what the Bible
says. When the Bible says that God
parted the Red Sea, what it means is
that God parted the Red Sea.
Immersion means that we are to enter
into the world of the Bible, and to enter
into the form of life of religious
practice, thought and identification.

The third component - acceptance is the most difficult to bring across to
religion, and it requires modification
along the way. The governing idea is
of partial belief, the idea of believing
some but not all the content of a text
and being agnostic about the rest. But
as the immersion component of
constructive empiricism makes clear,
this is a committed agnosticism:
scientists are to deploy the theory as a
whole, not just those parts of it they
believe.

But which parts should we believie?
This is the tricky bit. I don't want to
say that we should believe all the
observable claims, since I do not
believe that all the signs and wonders
described in Exodus actually occurred,
even though their effects were dramatically observable. An alternative would
be for us to believe the ethical claims.
But I cannot believe all of that either.
So I favour a more flexible rule about
what parts of the text to believe. We
should accept those parts that we flnd
on reflection to be valuable for us. In
the case of ethical content we should
not believe something just because the
Torah says so, but because it passes the
muster of our powers of critical reflection, however circumscribed those
powers may be.
The combination of literal inteapretation, immersion and acceptance
means that although we only believe
some of the Bible, we immerse ourselves in all of it. It is a way of thinking
about our world, our projects and our
commitments. On this view, acceptance and immersion are not passive
activities, nor are they matters of all or
nothing. We sometimes have to struggle with the text, not just to understand
it but in order to come to terms with
its moral content. In some cases we
may find this content morally unacceptable. As a progressive Jew this
will sometimes lead me to reject clear
moral content present in my religious
text, but here too I would continue to
preserve the text's literal meaning.
Nor is rejection to be taken lightly if
we are to preserve the constructive
attitude of immersion in the text. But
the difficult material is there to be
struggled with, not to be bowdlerised
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or ignored.
This `immersion solution' to the

problem of managing the relationship
between science and religion has a big
advantage over the metaphor, value
and selection solutions I mentioned
earlier. It preserves the integrity and
hence the useful power of the religious
text. Recall that the metaphor view
would have us construe all religious
claims that conflict with science
figuratively, the value view would
have us construe the religious claims
as without descriptive content, and the
pick and mix view would have us

not work for everyone with religious
commitments. Many religious people
have difficulty seeing the point or value
of religion without belief in God. If
that is what you need, the immersion
solution is not for you. But the
immersion solution can provide a great
deal, more than even the most
enthusiastic book group. The religious
story has its life in the context of ritual
observance and as part of a religious
form of life. It is a story in which the
reader herself is also a participant, and
it may provide extraordinary support
for communal identification and moral
reflection.

Consider the worldly benefits that

I:o iryunerse oneself in
a theory is to enter
into the world Of that

theory and to work
from within it. This is
not to believe that the
theory is true, but it is
to enter imaginatively
i,hio its world and
to use it to explo[in

and predict.
excise bits of each side. If a religious

fom of life is of no interest to you, this
may not matter. But for those of us to
do wish so to engage, the trouble with
those three views is that they allow
science to mangle the religious text,
and this would deprive it of much of its
value. On the immersion view, by
contrast, we have the text to use in its
full, unexpurgated form, the form in
which it can do us the most good as a
tool for thinking and for living.
Are literalism, acceptance and
immersion enough to do justice to
religious commitment? The immersion
solution involves no distinctive
religious faith and no belief in
supernatural power. To be very blunt,
is it not tantamount to treating the Bible
as a novel? After all, novels often invite
literal intexpretation, they include some
claims the reader believes, and they

may support a kind of immersion into a
fictional world.
The novel comparison is not entirely
unfair, and the immersion solution will

religious activities provide for the
religiously committed, benefits that
can be characterized independently of
the question of a supernatural source.
The immersion solution will not
support the belief that their source is in

fact supernatural, but it may support
the benefits themselves. For some
religious people, the satisfaction they
derive from their religion would
evaporate if they ceased to believe in
the existence and influence of God.
But for others, it is not belief that is
doing the work, but rather intense and
communal engagement with religious
text and with religious practice. For
those people, the immersion solution
may be enough.
On the immersion solution to the
problem of the relationship between
science
and religion,
religious
commitment and identification flow
from the contents of the texts of one's
religion, literally construed. Some of
the claims of religion may conflict with
the claims of science. The immersion
solution does not aim to remove that
inconsistency in content, but by
distinguishing acceptance from belief
it finds a way to achieve consistency of
belief without effacing incompatibility
of content. On this approach, we
preserve content by adjusting our
attitude towards it. We have literalism
without fundamentalism, inconsistency
without irrationality. There is conflict
between some of the claims we invoke,
but not in what we believe. To some

this may smack of hypocrisy, but in the
context of the relation between science
and religion I think it is one route to
personal and intellectual integrity, a
route which tries to preserve as much
as possible from both religion and
science without ignoring the tensions
between them IPETER LIPTON teaches philosophy Ofscience
at Cambridge University. He is the c[uthor Of
Inference to the Best Explanation rRozf//ec7ge,
2004).
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were my family. But sticking out
and being `different' was to prove
something of an advantage in my
later career as an impresario. It gave
me confldence to do things on my
own and to combine a cosmopolitan
existence with my Judaism.
Q.. What about your roots?
A: My mother is a Gestetner with
mixed Geman and East European
roots and a privileged upbringing.
She was a magistrate and does lots
of
charity
work,
including
leukaemia research. My father has
an equally distinguished family
from Riga but without any family
introductions he created a fantastic
career for himself and is highly
regarded in the City of London. My
late grandfather Sigmund Gestetner
left my late grandmother Henny
very well provided for and she
became a major funder of the arts,

BARRY HYMAN TALKS TO

JONATHAN SHALIT
LEADING IMPRESARIO

Q.. Where were you born and what was
your childhood like?
A: I was born in Kensington and went
to a number of schools, eight in
total. My recollection is that I was
expelled from most of them. I have
a lovely sister two years my junior.
I went to a number of prep schools,
then Eastboume College. My final
school was City of London where I
was cross-country champion.

Q;Was there any formal Jewish
infouence at this time?
A: Not much. At prep school I was the
only Jewish child. The rabbi came
on Sunday to coach me for bar
mitzvah, which made a twelve year
old feel very disconcerted, sitting
alone in a classroom with a #jxpcr¢
on and with a Rabbi. Major
festivals were celebrated and I was
bar mitzvah at the United
Synagogue in St Petersburgh Place.
It was too orthodox for me.
Religion is a personal journey. I
now go to West London where
there is a great rabbi, Mark Winer.
I feel very comfortable there and
Mark is a good friend. Being Jewish
in the environment in which I grew
up in was difficult. The only Jews
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including the National, Royal
Court, Hampstead and Chichester
Festival Theatres.
Q..You became interested in theatre at
school?
A: My grandmother used to take me to
the theatre and when I got to City
of London School I directed plays,
including 77!e Bexpoke Overcocrf by
Wolf Mankowitz. I wrote for the
school magazine, and started a
Theatre Society with Tom Stoppard
as our first guest speaker.

Q; After school you started as a City
Broker.
A: Yes, but I'd also been offered ajob
by Richard Branson, the private
airline pioneer. My parents wanted
me to take a `proper' job so I
became a Lloyds aviation broker.
What a dismal boring place. I soon
moved on to Advertising, but
working in the City allowed me to
understand business and finance,
and to develop some good
relationships.
Q.. You were also with the Saatchis for
a period.
A: Yes. That's where I learnt about
marketing, discovering new talent
and promoting it. I loved it,
understanding peoples' psyche,
what made them buy or not buy.
Q; After that you went solo.
A: I started my own graphic design
consultancy. Our clients included
L'Oreal, Procter & Gamble, Airbus
Industries and Volvo.
Q.. So how did the move into showbiz
happen?
A: It was a natural progression and had
always been in my heart, and I
gravitated to the Arts scene
naturally. My big break was
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meeting the great Larry Adler. We
discussed his background as a
confidante of the Gershwins. I
created, with Sir George Martin the
Beatles producer, an eightieth
birthday tribute album to LaITy,
which was in turn Larry's tribute to
George and Ira Gershwin. We sold
two million copies with the likes of
Elton John, Sting, Jon Bon Jovi,
Cher and Carly Simon taking part.
It re-launched Lany's career at
eighty years old and launched mine,
working with all those great
entertainers. Larry got into the
Guinness Book of Records as the
`01dest Musician in the British

Charts'. That was in 1994, then in
1998 I discovered Charlotte Church,
who became the youngest person to
mal{e the charts.

Q.. How did you get to become her
agent?
A: I was working in music and theatre.
I bumped into an ITV producer I
knew and asked if there was any
new talent coming up. He said, `Not
as such, but a really sweet
Welsh child introduces her aunt on
an upcoming talent show.' He
described Charlotte, eleven at the
time, so I got the train to Cardiff
and she auditioned for me. The best
opportunities you have to seek out.
She was mesmerizing and is still an
enormous talent. She stood in front
of me in her singing teacher's front
room. She sang three or four songs.
I sat on the couch with my eyes
shut to take in the song and not the
performer. For her age she had a
way of intelpreting a song and a

Jamelia who has also won four
music awards, and had seven Top
Ten recordings. Since we started
working with Myleene Klass the
acceleration of her career has
been awesome and she is now the
newest face of Marks and Spencer.
I now have a development deal
with universal Music in New
York and we are working with
EMI, Sony BMG, ITV and the
BBC.

Q.. Do you not need c[ny downtime?
A: When you work in this business,
your vocation is your work. When I
go to see `Porgy & Bess' is that
downtime or work? I love theatre
so I'm combining business and
pleasure.

Q..You met Bill Clinton -as
charismatic as people say?
A: A remarkable man - charismatic,
tactile. I met him at the White
House - Charlotte was the guest
performer - and when he is talking
to you, you feel that you are the
only person in the room. He asked
me what I thought of the European
currency. `Here I am,' I thought,'
with the American President, and
he's asking me this question.'
`Jonathan,' he replied when I'd
given my answer, `1 find that really
interesting' but avoided giving me
his opinion. For two minutes I felt
like the most important person in
the world. Then he moved on and
did the same to the next in line.

Q: You're a supporter of, among other
charities, Regain.
A: I'm a trustee of Regain, a charity
for sports Tetraplegics. I'm also a
trustee and Vice President of the
Variety Club of Great Britain. The
great love of my life is the Chicken
Shed Theatre Company of which I
am also a trustee.
Q.. How involved are you with West
London Synagogue?
A: I'm not a regular shul attendee, but
my contact with and love of Mark
Winer is considerable. He affixed a
mezuzah for me recently. He
represents the sort of Judaism I can
be involved in and how it can relate
to everyday life.
Q.. Any unf ulf illed ambitions?
A: I don't look at it that way. I get very
excited discovering new talent.
I'm creating a new group called
`Broadway 4', among other things.
I'm a great supporter of Israel and
get very upset at the attacks on the
state and the bias against it in the
media. Gilad Shalit, the Israeli hostage in Gaza, is a distant cousin. I
write for the media and hope to
continue defending Israel. There
are enough detractors. I have now

reached that time in my life where I
would also like to get married - but
have yet to meet the right Jewish

girl .
BARRY HYMAN is yz.ce Pres'z.c7e77/ o/jtad/e//
& Bushey Reform Synagogue and former PR
consultant to RSGB.

huge intelligence. She could
already sing in four languages. She
was beguiling and endearing and I
could see at once how she would

appeal over the age range.

Q; Presumably the eventual parting
must have been a tad painful.
A: They often say `Where there's a
hit, there's a writ!' In 2000, after
two huge chart hits, her mother
decided we should no longer work
together. Whatever I did though, I
took that family from a small
Cardiff house to multimillionaire
status. I still think she is a huge
talent and has proven that she can
do all that I expected she would.
Q.. Which other big names do you now

rapresent?
A:I

manage classical and pop
musicians and TV presenters. We
discovered a talented Black group
called `Big Brovaz ' who have won
several Mobo Awards and starred
in a Hollywood movie, the amazing
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Dow Ber Meisels

HIDDEN TALES

FROM POLISH HISTORY
Ludwik Finkelstein
stereotypes tend to shape the
MYTHS
ANDview
SIMPLISTIC
popular
of the Jewish
past in Polish lands and impede its
understanding. This journey round four
Jews of my native Galicia aims to
stimulate altemative perspectives on
polish Jewry.
The cringing ghetto Jew of the past
is a common image. This Jewish type
is contrasted with modem Jewish,
particularly Israeli, assertiveness. That
this image of the past was never tnre is
illustrated by the personality of Dow
Ber Meisels, a traditional rabbinical
leader and fighter against tyrarmy.
Meisels was born in 1798 in
Szczekociny in Galicia in a family
tracing its descent from the great
Moses Isserles, the 16th century

Krakow scholar who adapted the
Shulchan Aruch code book for
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Ashkenazi Jews. The father of Meisels
became rabbi of Kamenets Podolsk,
where he grew up. He received a
thorough Jewish education from his
father, as was then common.
In 1820 Meisels married and moved
to Krakow. Krakow was then a Free
City under the protection of Austria,
Russia and Prussia. There he entered
business with his father-in-law and
prospered as a banker. He also
continued his rabbinical studies.
Because of his leaming and standing in
the community he was elected Rabbi
of Krakow. He gave his rabbinical
salary to charity. He was an opponent
of Hasidism, conservative, and hostile
to the Jewish Enlightenment.
Meisels developed an attachment to
the cause of fi.eedom and the Polish
national struggle for independence.
When Poles rose in 1830 against

Russian rule, in the part of Poland
incorporated into the Tsarist Empire,
Meisels financed weapons for the
rebels at great personal expense.
In 1846 a Polish rebellion broke out
in Krakow. Meisels gave it active
support. The rebellion was suppressed,
Krakow lost its autonomy and was
incorporated into Austrian Galicia.
In the Spring of Nations that
convulsed the Habsburg Empire and
much of Europe in 1848 Dow Ber
Meisels took a prominent stand for
liberalism. He was elected to the
Austrian Parliament, where he sat with
the radicals and spoke out clearly for
Jewish rights.
His political activities impoverished
him. He could no longer continue to
serve as rabbi in Krakow with no
salary. He thus accepted in 1856 an

offer to become Chief Rabbi of
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Warsaw, the capital of the Kingdom of
Poland in the Tsarist Empire.
In Warsaw Meisels became
immersed in political upheavals.
Following the accession of Alexander
11 to the Tsarist throne, some degree of
liberalization began in the Tsarist
Empire. It aroused in Poles aspirations
for autonomy, and even total
independence. The Polish leadership
sought the support of Jews in their
fight, initiating a period of PolishJewish fraternity. Meisels actively
participated in the Polish struggle.
Warsaw was convulsed by many
demonstrations, some with bloody
results. In all of those Meisels, together
with the leaders of progressive Jewry
Marcus Jastrow, the author of the
Standard Dictionary of Rabbinic
Hebrew, and Izaak Kramsztyk,
demonstrated adherence to the Polish
cause. When the Catholic Church
ordered the closure of churches as a

protest against the oppressive measures
of the authorities, Meisels ordered the
closure of the synagogues. He was
imprisoned in the Warsaw Citadel.
After some months he was freed and,
as a Habsburg subject, expelled to the
Austrian Empire.
He was eventually allowed to return,
but his political activities were curbed.
Thereafter he devoted himself to
Talmudic studies. He also became an
iconic figure of Polish history.

With the defeat of the struggle for
freedom, of which Rabbi Meisels was
a leader, the brief period of fraternity
between Poles and Jews died. The
independent Poland that was reborn in
1918
suffered
from
economic
difficulties and ethnic conflicts. There
were strong anti-Semitic tendencies.
But the image of universal Jewish
misery and oppression excludes the
vigorous Jewish culture and its

contribution to the culture of Poland.
This is exemplified in the life and work
of Mojzesz Schorr.
He was born in Przemysl, in Galicia,
part of Austria-Hungary in 1874. By
that time the Jews in Galicia had been
emancipated and their ways to secular
education opened. Schorr received an
academic education in a local Polish
secondary school. He then studied in
the Universities of Vienna and of
Lwow, the capital of Galicia, as well
as at the Jewish Theological Seminary
in Vienna. In 1898 he gained a

doctorate in the University of Lwow
and in 1900 he was ordained a rabbi in
Vienna. He followed this by further
studies of Semitic languages in Vienna
and Berlin. After a teaching post in a
Jewish Teacher Training College,
Schorr became in 1916 Professor of
Semitic languages and the history of
the Ancient East in Lwow University.
In 1918, at the end of the First World

War, the Austro-Hungarian Empire fell
apart. Galicia was incorporated in a
revived Polish Republic. The centre of
Jewish life moved to the Polish capital,
Warsaw, and Schorr moved in 1923 to
the university there.
He was a scholar of great distinction.
He made great contributions to Biblical
Studies and Assyriology. He was also
a leading historian of Polish Jewry. He
received high academic recognition for
his work, including membership of the
Polish Academy.
He combined academic work with
being an active rabbi. In 1923 he was
called to the pulpit of the Great Syna-

gogue of Warsaw. This institution,
tending towards moderate religious
reform, was the most prestigious synagogue in the country. Schorr thus
became an important representative of
Judaism in the Polish state. He was,
with others, the founder of the Instytut
Nauk Judaistycznych in Warsaw, a
modem institute for academic Jewish
Studies at university level. For a time
he was its Rector.
Schorr was highly respected by the
Polish state. He was for a term a
member of the Polish Parliament and
was later appointed a Senator. He
spoke out courageously against the
strong anti-Semitic trends in Polish life.
Schorr died tragically in the disasters
that overcame his country with the
Nazi invasion in 1939. Schorr fled

Mojzesz Schorr
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Warsaw before the German advance.
He fell into the hands of the Soviets,
who seized Eastern Poland in
collaboration with Germany. He was
held in various prisons, before being
sentenced to five years imprisonment
in a labour camp. It was a poignant

aspect of his imprisonment that he
shared a prison bunk with a leading
member of the Polish anti-Semitic
party. They established a close bond: a
revival of the Polish-Jewish fraternity
of earlier struggles for freedom.
The Polish Government-in-Exile,
which
functioned
in
London,
endeavoured vainly to secure Schorr's
release by diplomatic efforts. When
Germany invaded the Soviet Union in
1941, Polish prisoners in Soviet hands

were amnestied. A Polish Army was
being formed in the Soviet Union and
Schorr was appointed Jewish chaplain
to the Amy to secure his release. It
was to no avail. He died in Posty camp
in Uzbekistan in July 1941.

In the long history of Polish Jewry
there are more examples of people
because of their faith. None was more
remarkable than the death of the
minister of the Tempel, the progressive
synagogue of Lwow, which had been
founded in 1840.

That minister was Rabbi Dr Ezekiel
Lewin. Born in Katowice in 1897,

Ezekiel Lewin came from a
distinguished orthodox rabbinical
family. He received an orthodox
rabbinical ordination. He pursued in
parallel a secular education and took a
doctorate at the prestigious Jagellonian
University in Krakow. Following a
rabbinical appointment in Katowice, he
accepted an appointment as joint rabbi
at the Tempel in Lwow.
Rabbi Dr Lewin was an energetic an
effective communal leader. He was a
Zionist, pessimistic about the future of
Jews in Poland.
In September 1939 Lwow was
occupied by the Soviets. The Tempel
continued to function, although it was

put under pressure and Rabbi Dr Lewin
harassed by frequent police detentions.
A substantial part of the congregation
was
imprisoned
or
deported.
Throughout this time Dr Lewin
maintained secret links with the GreekCatholic Metropolitan of Lwow, Count
Andrey Sheptitskiy, the religious
leader of the Ukrainian population. The
Greek-Catholic Church came under
particular pressure from the Soviet
authorities and the support Dr Lewin
gave was valued by the Metropolitan.
In June 1941 Germany invaded the
Soviet Union and German troops swept
into Lwow. Immediately the Ukrainian
population, who were awaiting
liberation from the Soviets, rose to take
revenge on Poles for past oppression
and on Jews as Soviet sympathizers
and etemal objects of hate. A pogrom
broke out. Dr Lewin put on his clerical
continued on next page
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gown and went to call on the
Metropolitan to ask him to calm the
riot. The Metropolitan issued a
proclamation calling on his flock to
refrain from bloodshed. He invited Dr
Lewin to take refuge with him in his
palace, a protection that he extended to
other Jews. His brave conduct deserves
to be gratefully remembered by Jews
and should be honoured by the Church.
Dr Lewin refused the offer of
shelter, in order to be with his
congregation. On his way home he was
seized by Ukrainians and taken to the
Brygidki prison. That was the prison in
which the Soviet kept political

Lewin died reciting the S7zemcr Yisrael.

Finally, a personal memory. It goes
back to the High Holydays of 1938 in
the splendid Tempel of my native
Lwow. The solemnity of the service
impressed me and I was proud when
my grandfather was mentioned in the
commemoration of special benefactors
of the synagogue. But what impressed
me most as an eight year old boy was
the splendid military figure in full dress
uniform. It was Major Ignacy Schrage
of the Heavy Artillery, a regular
officer, proudly showing both his
attachment to his Jewishness and to
Poland. The respect in which all held

Major lgnaey Schrage
him was obvious.
Ignacy Schrage was born in 1898. In
his early youth he joined the movement
for Polish independence, then being
formed in Galicia under the leadership
of the nationalist Jozef Pilsudski. The

ideology of the movement aimed at a
multi-ethnic Poland. At the outbreak
of the First World War Schrage joined
the Legions fomed by Pilsudski to
fight for the freedom of Poland at the
side of Austria. Schrage took an active

part in their campaign and was
wounded. He volunteered for the
Polish Amy when it was fomied in
November 1918. He fought in the
campaigns to establish the boundaries
of independent Poland, particularly in
Silesia. He held decorations for valour
and meritorious service.
When Poland went to war in 1939,
Ignacy Schrage fought for his country
again. He was taken prisoner by the
Soviets. He was shot in 1940, in the
Katyn massacre in which the Soviet

terror apparatus killed thousands of
Polish officers in their hands. Schrage
shared his fate with many other Jewish
officers.
The story of Ignacy Schrage
counters the myth of universal Jewish
reluctance to serve in the defence of
Poland, and of the favourable treatment
of Jews by the Soviet authorities.
These four stories show how deeply
Jews were embedded in Poland. There
is no true Jewish history without a full
picture of the Jewish past in Poland.
There is no true picture of the past of
Poland without a picture of its Jews I
PROFFSSOR LUDWIK FINKELSTFIN
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can this foundational text of Jewish
religious consciousness continue to
speak directly to us, continue to reveal
its secret wisdom to those of us who
still seek spiritual sustenance from the
hallowed words of old?
These questions are prompted from
two
directions.
Firstly, Joseph
Meszler's informative and intelligent
book on the `spiritual history' of the
S:7zcmcr gives us a panoramic view of
how this central text has offered each
generation `a different dimension of
truth in pursuing the One'. Each
chapter shows how the theological
questions and historical circumstances
of each age have been reflected in
leading rabbinic flgures' responses to
the Sfee777cz. New situations provoke

PAY ATTENTION, PLEASE
Howard Cooper
VITNESSES TO THE ONE:
THE SPIRITUAL HISTORY OF
THE SH'MA
by Rabbi Joseph 8 Meszler
Foreword by. Rabbi Elyse Goldstein
Jewish Lights Publishing, Vermont,
2006, ISBN: 978-1-58023-309-5,
pp.140, hb, $19.99

fee772cr.

We

think

we

nderstand
what it is TEE
about,
W THINK
ihrE KNoW
what it is teaching us. Does it not speak
of the `unity of God' . . . or is it that there
is only one God? Does it not command
us to love God... though we might
wonder how love can be commanded?
b.oesitnottellustorepeatthesewords,
to our children, and when we lie down

and when we rise up - even though we
may have no children or may have long
ago abandoned the practice of reciting
the SfeeJ72cz twice daily? And yes, we

understand that `holding fast to them
as a sign' on our hands and as
`reminders' before our eyes refers to the

practice of donning tefillin - but what
if we do not follow this traditional
practice? At least we still write them,
after a fashion, on the doorposts of our
house, if not at our gates.
So our relationship to this most
renowned of all Hebrew prayers may
be somewhat confused, at odds with
how we live our lives, and ask what we
may actually believe. It is a reminder
of the piety of the past. It may evoke in
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us a kind of nostalgia. But in our hearts
we know that our relationship to the
certainties it speaks of, and the
practices with which it has traditionally
been associated, is shadowed by
questions and doubts. Whatever we

new readings. The generation of Moses
was a world away from that of Rabbi
Akiva more than a thousand years later.
And Akiva in turn inhabited a different

philosophical universe from that of
Saadia Gaon, some eight hundred years
on, whose world view was overtaken
by Maimonides' understanding that
`God' was beyond language. But then
along came the Kabbalists to restore
the intimacy of a relationship with the
divine, and so it goes on through to our
own times. In chapters on those 20th
century giants Rav Kook, Leo Baeck
and Abraham Joshua Heschel, we see
that even now great religious thinkers
can give us radically differing readings
of the S17zemcz. For each, it was a prism

through which they viewed their tiques.
And for each, their times were a prism
through which they viewed the words
of tradition. Thus each generation
gains a new Sfee"cr: the old words and
the new situation enter into a new
dialogue with one another, generating
fresh insights and renewing an

know about the S7ze777c7, it is also a

appreciation of the Sfee7#cz as a source

window onto the insecurities of
modem faith.

of spiritual solace, inspiration and

What can the S17!emcz mean for us

today, when it comes from an age so
radically different from our own? An
age before Darwin, Freud and Einstein
shook the foundations of human
thinking about ourselves and our
world. An age where knowledge of the
world and understanding about how
things held together was the creation
and preserve of religious elites -so far
removed from the dense, dizzying
virtual universe of instantaneous
interactive information that is our lot
today. How can this prayer - or, more
accurately, this Hebrew text - for the
Sfee"cz is of course a series of sentences
fi.om the Book of Deuteronomy with a
rabbinic addition, Bo7~zjc¢ s¢em
kczvoc7..., interpolated within it - how

provocation.
Our capacity for such religious
creativity is endless. So where will it

go from here? Where does it need to go
from here? This takes me to the second
direction from which the questions in
this article spring: the forthcoming,

long-heralded new edition of For"s o/
Prcz);er, the British Reform siddur. has
been radically revised and will contain
much new material, alongside the
many familiar and traditional liturgical
texts. One section will contain socalled `reflective material' that

parallels our normal prayers, but
approaches their liturgical
and
theological themes from the standpoint
of our contemporary concerns,
questions and doubts.
For how do you say the S¢e7#cz in a
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world when human destructiveness
threatens to overwhelm individuals,
societies and maybe the planet itself?
Jews have always struggled with the
darkness in the human psyche. As
Rabbi Akiva's flesh was flayed by the
iron combs of the Romans in the year

perspective, a different angle of vision,
or even just words whose rhythms
soothe the restless mind, touch the
troubled heart, or still the disquieted
soul. Texts that offer us moments of
calm - before we have to plunge back
into the raging torrents we call daily

135, he died with the S¢e772cz on his

life.
Although the Sfoe77?c} seems to be

What can the She"a
mean f;or us today,
when it comes from
an age so radically
dif ferent f rom our
own? An age before

Darwin, Freud and
Einstein shook the

based on a belief in a transcendent
divine Being - and asks us to
acknowledge and pay homage to that

Being - we know that many Jews
struggle with this concept. What if such
an idea does not make sense to us in as
straightforward a way as it might have
done to our ancestors? How then do we
approach the Sfoe77ecz? One approach is

through listening to the words with our
ears attuned to their inner ambiguities.
For we know that Biblical sentences
contain compressed and condensed
meanings which call out for the special
kind of attention we call interpretation
- that unveiling of what is hidden
within what is revealed.
Take the opening word itself. Sfoe77€cz

- a verb that commands us, summons

f;oundations Of

human thinking
about ourselves
and our world.
lips. So the long painful history of
Jewish martyrdom and its association
with the Sfoenecz was set into motion. In

that sense the Shoah added nothing
new - except the sheer scale of the
suffering - to the maddening dilemma
of Jewish faith: how to retain any belief
in divine goodness, or even belief in
the Divine, in the presence of suffering
and evil.
And even in our own lives, when
evil may seem a bit remote, we face
loss and bereavement, disabilities and
downfalls. The messiness of life is all
around us, confounding our hopes, our
belief in goodness, our wish that there
is a meaning to it all. It is not only the
horrors of the world, but our own

personal circumstances that can
challenge our faith, cast doubts on all
the traditional certainties that the
S7ze7#cz seems so secure in speaking of,
and so insistent that we believe in. No

new reflective material, however
profound, or culled from however
inspired a poet or author, can answer
our deepest religious questions or solve
for us the mysteries of human life. At
best it can offer an enhanced
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us into its presence. What does it
mean? Yes, it means `hear', `listen',
but also `understand', maybe `try to
understand. . . '. The call is not just for
us to listen, but to think about what we
hear, to `hear with attention'. Slfee"cr:
`pay attention. . .pay precise attention'.

It seems to ask of us a fomi of inner
attunement, an attitude or stance of
attentiveness where one observes,
listens, absorbs, feels - all our mental,
emotional, physical capacities open
and alert yet relaxed and unstrained waiting to receive or perceive what is
present, what is given at that moment,
what is going on within us, and around
us, and between us. . . To develop this
capacity for attentiveness is the task of
a lifetime, and we are instructed in it

each day, reminded of it each time we
recite the sacred words.
We are to learn to pay active-butunthought-out attention to `that which
is'-,4c7o73c7z.-andthroughthiscapacity

for `hearing', `God' becomes present.
Conventional theology projects this
attentiveness onto `God' and asks that
we be the recipients of it. Our prayers
are freighted with requests for God to
hear our prayers, hear our voices, hear
what we cannot say. But maybe it is
our own developing capacities for
attentiveness that enable the prayers of
others to be heard, the voices and cries

of others to be heeded, that which
cannot yet be put into words to be
received and understood. Is this not
how `God' can be brought into the
world, through us and the actions we

take?
4c7o7?crz., that third word in the
S17ze"cr, is the most powerful word in

the Hebrew language. The four-letter
name of God, );z4c7-fecD/-vczi/-¢cp/, with

its true pronunciation known only to
the High Priests of old, but now lost to
us for ever. Those four Hebrew letters
constituted Israel's understanding of
the name of God and were an
extraordinary breakthrough in the
human understanding of divinity. Until
then the gods had names and functions
but j/z4c7-¢c7)/-vczv-¢czj/ was a quantum

leap away from such names. The word
was radically new, an inspired,
intuitive amalgam of the past, present
and future tenses of the verb `to be'.
`Was-is-will be' - this was the way

that Israel was to understand - and
struggle to understand - the nature of
the divine. Israel's God, our God,
was-is-will be j4c7o72crz.: `being-and-

becoming', `that which was and is and
will be present'. God as process, more
a verb than a noun.
And that relentless, unfolding,
dynamic, complexity of being, j4c7o7?czz.
turns out to be our God, E/ofrcD/7€cj -the

fourth word of this theatrical, resonant
verse that opens the S:¢e77?cz. Each of

the six precious words in that opening
verse is a mine and a minefleld. You
can dig deep and ever deeper,
unearthing the treasures of the
language and the ways that the
meanings encrusted within each word
speak to each of us today. I have led
monthly groups exploring spirituality
where we took one word each session,
turning it and turning it, and
discovering within each word worlds
within worlds - six months to do the
opening line of the S17?e"cz, and worth

every moment. But a minefield, too.
For paying attention in this way to the
words of our texts can explode longheld beliefs, do serious injury to our
assumptions about what texts mean,
undermine our suppositions about what
faith requires or what `Judaism says'.
Each generation gains a new S¢e77€cz.

We open new windows onto the old
words and see there `that which is' for
us today. Thankfully the text will
outlive us all. It hovers, breathing
seductively in our ears, offering itself
to us again and again. We grasp its
richness, grasp at its essence. But we
can never hold on to it for long. It
possesses us yet can never be possessed

by us .

RABBI HOWARD CO0PER I.s cr grc7dz!afe o/
the Leo Baeck College, therapist, teacher and
writer who has contributed significantly to the
new edition OfForrus of Prayer to be published
in Spring 2008.
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Jeffrey Newman
organisations all over the world argued
throughout seven years over versions
and drafts of every clause and subclause until the final version was
agreed by leaders of all the nine major
faiths, as well as indigenous peoples
and the largely secular west.
The actual birth of the Earth Charter
is interwoven with the recent history of
theJewishpeopleandmostparticularly
that of Rabbi Awraham Soetendoap of
the Hague who was a `hidden child'

during the war and grew up with a
fierce passion for justice and a
commitment to the needs of children.
In 1967, in the aftermath of the Six
Day War, he and I, students then at the
Leo Baeck College and joint-Chairs of

the Jewish Youth Emergency
Committee, worked for and failed to
achieve a `World Youth Day' to inspire
young people with a vision of justice,
peace and hope. Now the Earth
Charter provides the basis for us and
many others to develop such work
together.

in the ,4772z.dcfe, and which reaches its

Soetendoap's work with the Earfu
Charter is worth recording.2 Following
the first Earfu Conference in Oxford in
1988, Soetendorp took part in
establishing the Global Forum of
Parliamentary and Spiritual Leaders.
This included James Lovelock whose
Gaia hypothesis - that the earth itself
can best be considered as a `1iving'
organism - became increasingly
influential, as well as Gro Harlem

crescendo in the High Holydays. In
this, and other, ways, the Earth Charter
can be seen as a very `Jewish'
document but not only Jewish.
Thousands of people and hundreds of

Brundtland who had chaired the
Stockholm Conference on the
Environment in 1972, where the
concept of `sustainability' became
central, Wangari Maathei, later to win

gralised `]jae and apochri]l' .
DfarEr decades have passed and
Irmch has changed. The hapes and
idseis rErmin bit thEEe is a lrmre
practical Tmderstanding, grmmded

IEaHjes in the mcessity, as the
GHdr states, fa: 'a dxp af hrmds
rd rrife'. in Ja^rich tEHrs, this cHi

ke sHi as a call fur fesfrztvcz% - the

return to God for which we daily pray
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the Nobel Prize for leading the Green
Belt women's movement in Kenya
which planted five million trees, and
the Dalai Lama. The Forum was
invited to a meeting in Moscow and
Soetendoxp's contact with Mikhail
Gorbachev grew stronger when he was
invited to lead an erev Sfecrz)Z)czf service,

the first religious service ever to have
been held in the Kremlin.
Soetendorp was already known to
Gorbachev from the time when he and
his wife, Sira, introduced the Ame
Frank exhibition to the Soviet Union
and then lived in Moscow for three
months in 1991 at the moment when
Jews were first allowed to study and
pray there openly. Subsequently, when
Gorbachev, after the fall of the Soviet
Urion decided, following the `Earth
Summit' in Rio in June 1992 to begin
an intemational environmental
movement, Green Cross Intemational,
he asked if Soetendorp would help him
by joining the Board. Gorbachev also
mentioned that it was his intention,
following the hopes expressed in Rio,
to begin to draft this third `Pillar' for

the UN which would formulate
Principles to govern our actions with
regard to the envirorment. Gorbachev
had a particular concern about water,
having observed the way that the
actions of the Soviet Union had led to
the drying up of the Aral Sea.3

At exactly the same tine, on the
other side of the world, Awraham
Soetendoxp also heard from Maurice
Strong, under Secretary-General of the

UN with responsibility for the
Environment, that he, too, had decided
that it was inportant to draft such a
Charter and was beginning to do so.
Two similar and possibly competing
initiatives seemed unhelpful and
Soetendorp tuned to Rudd Lubbers,
thenPrimeMinisterintheNetherlands,

for help. In turn, Ruud Lubbers spoke
to Queen Beatrix, whose involvement
with environmental issues, especially
through her husband Prince Klaus, was

question our very basic structure of
meaning, the way we see the world,
our
`ontology',
that
is,
our
understanding of Being itself, of

well known and she invited both
Gorbachev and Strong to the Palace.
So the Charter was born, though
drafting took another seven years.

existence. Ontological thinking leads
to questions about awareness and
consciousness. David Bohm, the late
nuclear physicist, wrote:

The years between 1993 and 2000
not only promised new East-West cooperation; another quiet revolution was

If I'm right in saying that thought is
the ultimate origin or source [of our
problems], it follows that if we don't
do anything about thought, we won't
get anywhere. We may momentarily
relieve the population problem, the
ecologieal problem, and so on, but
they will come back in another way.
So I'm saying that we have got to
examine the question of thought.

taking place which strengthened the
Earth Charter immeasurably. While
personal computers were introduced in
the eighties, it was only in 1989 that
the internet and e-mail were invented
and mobile phones became widespread
in the nineties. These changes enabled
people across the world to contribute
to the drafting. Digitalisation, the
electronic `switch' method which
makes these inventions possible, is as
important as, and now a main
contributor towards, globalization - a
word which also gained currency in its
present form only in 1983. In
particular, there has been a revolution
in the speed and power of
communication, abolishing distance
andfurthertransformingourawareness
of our world. Those of us with access
to the internet now have an astonishing
ability to choose and influence.
We have therefore become even
more aware of the painful tension or
clash between `development' and the
recognition that we live on a finite
planet with limited resources. Our
science, our ability to reason, has
enabled us to dominate nature; now we
need to find a deeper understanding to
enable us to deal with the situation in
which we find ourselves and the Earth
Charter provides a guide to our
fes%z/v¢fo, that `retum' which implies

that we have lost our way amongst the
immensity of the issues that now
confront us. The concept of }eLs%cfvcz%

suggests that our very assumptions and
presuppositions have contributed to the
situation. `After basic needs have been
met' says the Charter, `we must realise
that development is essentially about
being rnloTe mat having rrmore' .

So, the three r's -re-duce, re-cycle,
re-use -need a fourfu and fifth: re-turn
and re-think. We will be unable to deal
with the proliferation of problems that
face us unless we turn back. As a friend
of mine describes it - we can't deal
with the problems downstream where
they become interwoven, complex and
overwhelming; we have to move
upstream, against the tide, to their
source. We need even a sixth `r'
perhaps - to re-new our theological
and metaphysical thinking and

2

The crisis we face is as basic as that.
However, this is no mere theoretical or
intellectual exercise - it demands at
the same time practical actions while
at the heart is our understanding of
who we are as people, and as Jews, and
the sacred trust, or covenant, into
which we have entered. That is, no
doubt, how and why two rabbis have
become involved.
But how can we do this? How can
we think differently about the issues of
modern life, be concerned about
`concrete' realities and still have the

time and energy to go on living? Our
intelligence is good at dealing with
things and the world, but not with
thought and reflection itself, though
Hannah Arendt waned us that it may
be lack of thinking that leads directly
to evil. Our general assumptions about
`development' and `progress' - about

the sort of lives that we need to make
us `happy' - need questioning.
As we grow up as children, we
experiencetheworldinparticularways
that are hard to put into question. Yet
how different the world is now, for
example, than even 200 years ago,
when no human being had ever
travelled faster than a horse could carry
them! How this changes our
unconscious expectations -that is, the
way we `see' the world, especially now
with the help, for example, of
television and cyberspace. A clue to
what is necessary may be found in Gro
Harlem Brundtland's definition of
`sustainability' as that use of resources
which "meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own
needs."

The concept of `time' is therefore
central but not time as measured by
clocks but by the cycles of life. As
clock-time speeds up, as it were, and
nano-seconds become significant, we
must examine our relationship with
tine and become observant of the way

in which we live in and with it and our
responsibility for it. Unless we lean to
live `through' time, that is, to experience
the fullness of time, `Etemity in an
Hour', as Blake observed, we will
gobble up all our resources in our need
for instant gratification.
We need the support and
encouragement of one another not only
to recycle, to compost our waste, to
change our light-bulbs and our lives
but also to understand how this is going
to effect any significant change. Are
we not already `too late', facing
irreversible climate change? A French
children' s riddle illustrates the dangers
we face of time itself `running out' :
Suppose you own a pond on which a
water lily is growing. The lily plant is
doubling in size each day. If the plant
were allowed to grow unchecked, it
would completely cover the pond in
30 days, choking off the other foms
of life in the water. For a long time
the lily plant seems small so you
decide not to worry about it until it
covers half the pond. On what day
will that be? On the twenty-ninth day.
You have just one day to act to save
your pond.

The potential devastation of our
planet caused by exponential economic
growth, that is, growth which is
expected to double every few years, is
well shown4 by taking a piece of paper,
and folding it in two, and then folding
it again. If you could fold it in that way
forty times it would be so thick that it
would reach to the moon! Yet it is
upon that sort of growth we have come
to depend. London's ecological
footprint - a way of measuring its
consumption -was estimated in 1995
to be 125 times its own geographical
area. In other words, to produce and
dispose of all the materials that London
used was taking an area the size of the
whole of the UK. In 2000 a more
scientific survey calculated the actual
footprint to be closer to 293 times that is, if everyone on earth consumed
as much as we do in London, we would
need 3 planets.

We are out of control. Our material
needs combine with our constant
racing forward into a whirlpool of
busy-ness, frightened, as Simon and
Garfunkel used to sing, to ` slow down' .
We search for increasing intensity of
new experiences, whether by drugs,
violence, or constant movement and
travel, as if something were missing.

We must lean new ways of thinking,
which take our bodies fully into
account, and incorporate both intuition
and feeling. Such approaches are most
evident in close collaborative working
and leading to substantial change
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especially with the help of the new
technologies. Given the urgency of the
present, we must ensure that our
thinking, feeling and action sustained
by prayer - the return to the source,
work together. The leaflet advertising
the 2007 Camp for Climate Action at
Heathrow Aixport makes the point
well:
Our response to climate change could
be about exploring new and better
ways of living. Those of us who fly
will have to fly much less but the
slower you travel, the bigger the
world is. On a train it's forty times
bigger, on a bike it's a thousand times
bigger. Happiness and adventure
don't have to involve burning the
planet.

In fact, as airports and airlines
become more restrictive, expensive
and unpleasant, the simplicity of videoconferencing via the internet may
outweigh any great incentive to take a
plane and contribute futher to carbon
emissions. Already, it is more pleasant
to take a train than to have to drive
along a motorway and then fight one's
way to a city centre. One critical
challenge for us all is to slow down
and become aware of our own need for
` sustainability' and `sustenance'. What
feeds us?
A clue may be found in Judaism's
teaching about blessings - about the
necessity for awareness and gratitude,
with regard, for example, to the food
we eat, or the stars around us, or the
flowers or trees we see -Rabbi Meir's
Talmudicprescriptionis100suchblessings per day. Such a change in attitude

has a profound effect on the way we
relate to the world. If we are to deal
with the issues confronting us, we need
radical and swift change - a `paradigm
shift' as the Archbishop of Canterbury
calls it. Fortunately, it is happening
though sometines we must look in surprising places! That Climate Change
Camp at Heathrow, for example, ained
to highlight the contradiction - we
might say, the lack of clear thinking inthegovemment'spolicybetweenthe
comlnitment to reduce carbon emissions
and the expansion of air travel, symbolised by the building of a third
runway. We experience the contradiction ourselves -in our desire to fly and
our recognition that perhaps we ought
not - and so we become slightly
uncomfortable and angry and dismissive! But it is worth examining the
Clinate Camps a little more closely.
Nearly 1000 people camped at

Heathrow, together with a similar
number of `day visitors' during the
coi]rse of the week. h order to prepare
for such a complex undertaking,
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meetings were held all over the country
and minutes distributed by e-mails, to
be ratified at later gatherings, often
with quite different people in
attendance - all by consensus. The
dedication and intelligence of those
helping to facilitate and record these
meetings was extraordinary, their
ability and clarity outstanding. 50, 60
or even 70 people sat together, with
unusual concentration, for hours,
working through details of how to deal
with food, latrines, waste, marquees,
plumbing, electricity, workshops,
transport. It' s all reminiscent, in a way,
of the annual Limmud education
conference - volunteers, not
professionals working together to put
principles into practice.
Most extraordinary of all with the
climate camp - no-one was in charge.
There was no hierarchical structure though, of course, experience,
personality and personal authority
played their part. Much time and
energy was spent on designing the
decision making process at the camp
itself, so that those who came could be
fullypartofwhatevertookplace-how
to respect their wishes as to, for
example, the media, the police and
emergencies.
D emo cracy
participative, collaborative decision
making - is time consuming and fragile
but once agreement is reached, there is
strong commitment to it. Personal
responsibility is very evident, and there
is unusual consideration and
friendliness in the meetings.
Could such a raggle-taggle series of
meetings really make any difference?
The British Aixports Authority clearly
thought so -and went to court to obtain
an injunction which would crininalise
many normal activities. In so doing,
they inadvertently showed a degree of
fear,notsomuchofterrorismorunn]1y
behaviour, but that the villagers who
were threatened by the airport
development and whose lives are
already dominated by the pollution of
constant noise, might be reinforced in
their opposition to the third runway by
those arriving from all over the
country.
It sometimes seems that climate
change is merely a precipitating factor
propelling us in the direction we
already know we need to take. The
Millermiuln Development Goals , Make
Poverty History, the campaign
highlighting the Abolition of Slavery,
all point in a similar direction. The first
sentence of the Earth Charter's
Preamble reads: `We stand at a critical
momentinEarth'shistory,atimewhen
humanity must choose its future' and

goesonclearlyandsuccinctlytojustify
these startling words.
The strength of the Charter is that so

many different issues, usually
separated, are here seen as intercormected. Conflict, for example in
Darfur, can be the result of migration,
directly attributable to climate change.
Nicholas Stem's report warns of the
horrifying numbers. 300 million
people, he suggests, are likely to be at

risk of life-threatening drought and
flooding in the next decades because
of glacier melt in South America, S.E.
Asia and China, with millions more
threatened in India because of
variations in the Monsoon. We have all
watched the floods in England; at the
same time, we can hardly imagine the
situation of the 20 million this sunimer
who have just been dispossessed
because of flooding in S.E. Asia and so
we have already forgotten.
Change is happening very fast but
we have a chance to harness our
energies for good rather than feeling
simply helpless. We need to work
together in new ways. The Charter
signals the possibilities clearly -again,
from the Preamble:
As the world becomes increasingly
interdependent and fragile, the future
at once holds great peril and great
promise. To move forward we must
recognise that in the midst of a
magnificent diversity of cultures and
life forms, we are one human family

and one Earth community with a
common destiny.

In characteristically `Jewish'
fashion, the Earth Charter is focussed
on what we can do. Each principle and
sub-principle is framed actively:
`establish', `maintain', `control',
`oppose' - the emphasis is on verbs

rather than what we should `feel' or
`be'. The document is detailed and
backed by world-leaders from every
field. Like the Talmud, it covers every
aspect of our lives and the world in
which we live from environment and
climate to faith communities and
global security, from education and
health to third world poverty and
gender equality, from trade to trees,
from corruption to culture6.
Some of the language, particularly
in the Preamble and The Way Forward
is poetic but the very specific phrasing
of the sub-principles is also impressive.
For example, Principle 1 reads:
"Respect Earth and Life in all its
diversity." This is expanded in SubPrinciple la to "Recognize that all
beings are inter-dependent and every
form of life has value regardless of its
worth to human beings". This
approach, known as `deep' ecology -

3

for details see the recent article by
Rabbi Dr Charles Middleburgh in
MANNA 95 - challenges the selfcentredness of exclusively human
concerns and forces us to see ourselves
as merely a part of the natural world.
Sub-Principle lb immediately adds,
however: "Affirm faith in the inherent
dignity of all human beings and in the
intellectual, artistic, ethical and
spiritual potential of humanity". As the
Charter notes in its conclusion: "Life
often involves tensions between
important values. This can mean
difficult choices".
The Charter is consistent with the
MllemiumDevelopmentGoals,setby
world leaders in 2000 with a target
date of 2015, providing a framework to
assess progress. For example: Prinofple
9: "Eradicate povertyr as an ethical,

social and environmental imperative"
is extended.in Sub-Principle 9a:
"Guarantee the right to potable water,
clean air, food security, uncontaminated
soil, shelter and safe sanitation,
allocating the national and intemational
resources required." The funding
necessary might appear to be
inconceivable until we realise that it is
a tiny proportion of that available for

amaments.
Sub-principle
9b
continues:
"Empowereveryhurnanbeingwiththe

education and resources to secure a
sustainable livelihood, and provide
social security and safety nets for those
who are unable to support themselves."
Finally, Sub-principle 9c specifies:
"Recognize the ignored, protect the

vulnerable, serve those who suffer, and
enable them to develop their capacities
and to pursue their aspirations." No
wonder Deuteronomy taught `the poor
will never cease out of your land'7:
poverty is both relative and absolute.
The Charter reads as if it were a
handbook to `zz.faha7£ oJcz773 ` - a way to

`repair' or `re-establish', as the Hebrew

suggests, the world as God' s world and
so it is both significant and much
welcomed that the Assembly of Rabbis
of the British Reform Movement has
recently voted to endorse it. Despite
the fact that it makes no direct mention
of God, it comes as close as might be,
using today's language and so
acknowledging both the difficulty
many people have with traditio`nal
religious language and its potentially
divisive nature. The Charter states, for
example, that `Earth's vitality,
diversity and beauty is a sacred trust'
and speaks of the necessity to live `with
reverence for the mystery of being'
while recognising that `environmental,
economic, political, social and spiritual

4

challenges are inter-connected'.

KanlaChowdriry,aworld-renowned
Hindu P`rofessor who taught at the
Harvard until her death in 2005 wrote:
Like the Gita, the Bible, the Quran,
or whatever holy book you may
follow, the Earfu Charter, too, requires
serious consideration, re-reading, reinterpreting and meditation. It will I help us to reconnect with what our
cultures consider sacred and spiritual.

It was this, together with the clear
significance and authority of the Earfu
Charter, that became clear as Awraham
Soetendoxp introduced it at Limmud in
December2004andthefive-yearEarth
Charter review held in the Hague in
November 2005 was an opportunity to
leam more - an astonishing event,
attended by about 450 people from all
over the world. Yet there were only
four people from the UK, two of them
from Scotland. Why and, more
importantly, what can be done about
it?
It was hoped that the Charter might
be `recognised', the formal term,
apparently, by the General As,sembly
at its meeting in Johannesburg in 2003,
where it was to be proposed by the
Government of the Netherlands.
Informally, however, word was
conveyed that the United States was
not prepared to ratify it at that tine so
it was felt preferable to hold back until
the Charter could be assured of
success. Such is the position now.
Meanwhile, the work is to ensure that
it becomes widely known and that its
potential as an ethical platform and
framework is fully utilised throughout
civil society.

Why exactly the Earth Charter is so
little known in UK remains unclear - it
might be that one small group were
responsible both for dissemination and
also for work on `Sustainability' at the
UN level; perhaps the UK govemment's withdrawal during the crucial
years, together with the States, from
UNESCO, which had backed and
fostered the Charter, meant that we
were not part of the educational programme. One way forward for the
Earfu Charter certainly lies in the creation of communities of interest in the
UK - business, education, youth, faith
communities, science, arts, media,
sport and especially government - to
become part of a world-wide network
committed to the same goals. There is
much to do and much is now expected
of the UK. Though we have made as
yet very limited progress in both
renewables and conservation, we are
seen amongst the world leaders in
both knowledge and organisational
ability.

So, progressive Jews remain central
to the Earth Charter. Rabbi Awraham
Soetendoxp ' s involvement has enabled
it to be an outstanding expression of
our hopes and a path to achieving
them.8 In fact, it was at his suggestion
that the word `hope' was inserted in
the last sentence of the Preamble and
his expressions are surely evident in
the very last section of the Charter,
`the Way Forward' :

Let ours be a time remembered for
the awakening of a new reverence for
life, the firm resolve to achieve
sustainability, the quickening of the
struggle for justice and peace and the
joyful celebration of life.
Amen! So may it be. We are part of
nature, not apart from it I
Roferences

LThe full text Of the Charter, and activities

world-wide, can be fiound at
www.earthcharter.org.
ZAn unpublished academic survey by Prof
Rockefetler traces the full origins Of the
Charter to the immedinte c[ftermath Of
World War 11.

3Bordered by Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan

in Certral Asia, the Aral Sea was once the
world's fiourth largest tnla[nd body Of
water. However, a massive, long-running
scheme to irrigate large areas Of desert to

grow cotton has caused the sea to shrink
drastically. Between 1960 and 2000, it lost
70% Of its water c[nd 7 5% Of its territory
as its water level dropped
43 feet. The sea is now too saline fior fish
and too shallow fior ships to navigate.
Coincide:I,ifally, perhaps, Soctendoxp 's

rabbinic thesis at the Leo Baeck College
had been on `Water in the Btbl.e'.
4Both examples from Beyond fbe Lirits are
in Ho|t. D. rl`he Clerrrrout Story foubl.

Valthod, 2001)
S other, less coifroversial examples,

include www.transitiohiowns.org.uk and
www.thecorrvergingworld.org.uk - the f irst
predhated on the end Of an era Of cheap
fuel, especially oil, and tntrodrcing i:ts
own local curreney in Totnes, fior exc[mple;
the second plariting gigantic wind turbines
in India based on the argument that we in
the West lil:ust `coITtract' our use Of f;ossil

f uel energy and work fior `corrvergence' in
energy use with the rest Of the world.
6A more accurate comparison may be to the

Mishaa, and one Of the Charter's principal

`outhors' , Steven R.ockef eller, is at prese;nl

compiling a coirmentary which could be
the start Of the Gemara - the commentary
which together with the Mishna make up
the Talmud.
1 Deut 15 : 1 1 .

8The Jewish Institute Of Human Values,

which Rabbi Soetendorp set up in Holland,
has as its watchword: `The individual cam
make a dif ference; indif f erence is no
option'.

RABBI JEFFREY NEWMAN I.s E77cerz.f#s'

Rabbi of Finchley Reform Synagogue and
Director Of the Earth Charter in the UK.
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step-granddaughter called me. It
EARLY
was ONE
4.30am
MORNING
and I was MY
fast
asleep. She has lived for years in
America but still has not leamt to work
out the time difference between New
York and Colombo. Tbe conversation
was unfocused, she was clearly trying
to work her way towards its real reason.
She is, since of late, a professor of

DECLINE

AND
IMMINENT

psychology; and maybe she had decided
that it might be more strategic to catch
me unawares.
After discussing the appearance of
spring and summer flowers - it had
been a severe winter on the East Coast
- and the progress of her on-going
`friendly' divorce there was a slight

FALL
Ame Ranasinghe

pause. Then she said: `Achchi, I want
to ask you a favour.' `Achchi' is an
affectionate temi used in Sinhalese to
address a grandmother. She said: `I'd
really like you to write me a small
essay on the relations between you and

__--,I, _

-

the synagogues were burnt, and my
father's arrest before being taken to
Dachau. But the crux of the matter is
that I was so naive, backward or overprotected that I really did not have a
clue about what was going on behind
the harassment which had become
commonplace. For that matter, my
parents, although increasingly worried,
were not politically aware enough to
anticipate even a fraction of what was
to come. But then, who really could
have? Such evil was unprecedented
and unimaginable.

your husband, my grandfather. '
Her grandfather, my husband, died
more than twenty-five years ago.
I have been struggling to decide
whether and how to write that long
thought-about autobiography - to
concentrate on the unusual and avoid
the predictable - so that my
descendants might be tempted to read
_ __

this particular holocaust survival story.
After Nimali's call I thought, aha, the
finger of God...
I am not really a holocaust survivor
at all. I could never quite work out into
which category I belong. My parents
saved me by sending me out of
Germany before things got too bad,
although I did experience five years of
Nazi terror, Kristallnacht, the so-called
`Night of the Broken Glass' in which

(wearing checked dress) with her half sister
Lotte, my grandmother, holding me.

Early one dark and snowy moming
my father and I set out to catch a train
to the border. I was just thirteen. He
had to return to Germany. I went on
alone to cross a stormy January sea,
heading for Harwich and London's
Liverpool Street Station, where an aunt
I had not met before took charge of me

_

_ _ __ _ _ ` - _ I _

EE

Some Of the girls in Kwutzah L'Howch aJhoto taken in May 1938 in the garden of the new `Jugen?helm.
We are all the s;me age. The blond girl was the `Leader' ( she must have been about 18 or so_. I _am next to her, equally tall).
The Jugencheim was burnt down on 9th November 1938, just 6 morwhs later.
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in loco parentis.
This was the beginning of my
journey twelve years later to an isle in
the Indian Ocean, Sri Lanka, then
known as Ceylon.
Those twelve years were very good
years. That may appear paradoxical
when, nine months after I settled in my
school in the South of England, the
Second World War broke out. True,
we spent much time studying in air
raid shelters, watching for incendiaries

from the roof of the Town Hall -being
paid for this the princely sum of two
shillings per night - dealing with firebombs and helping in public Soup
Kitchens on weekends; also the
occasional suspicion that I was a
German spy. Ironically, in Germany I
was attacked because I was not
considered a German, but a Jew. In
England the problem was my being
German... But none of this mattered.
There was a wonderful spirit of unity
in adversity and freedom which I had
never before experienced. I greatly
appreciated this - even when the Poole
Police came to investigate what I was
doing on a small hill in Bere Regis,
practising my Girl Guide Semaphoring
with a friend. Or when I had to present
myself in a Reading law court to obtain
permission to continue studying in

My parents saved me
by sending me out Of
Germany bofore
things got too bad,
although I did
experience f toe years

Of Nazi terror,
Kyistallnachi, the
so-called `Night Of
the Broken Glass ' in

which the synagogues
were burnt, and ray

f other 's arrest bef ore
being taken to
Dachou.

Dorset as it was designated a `restricted
area' near the coast. Fortunately I was
unaware that Hitler planned to invade
Great Britain too, and had already
counted the Jews he was going to `deal
with' once he had conquered the
Island. There were 330,000.
The war was still being fougbt when
I left school. War service was
compulsory. I decided on nursing, the
nearest to medicine, which I had hoped
to study.
That is how I met my husband. Having completed two years of training at
Moor fields Eye Hospital, and my
S.R.N. at Charing Cross Hospital I
opted for a course in Midwifery at
King's College. My husband was
studying for post-graduate degrees in
Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Surgery.
We worked together and gradually got
to know each other. He helped me in
many ways, especially with my studies. And then he asked me to maITy
him.
I had no idea what that would
involve. I said `yes' and in spite of my
aunt'sanduncle'shorrifieddisapproval,
we married on 5 September 1949, fiftyeight years ago. The story of this aunt
and uncle is another saga. She and her

husband, who was my grandmother's
continued on next page

My hasband and I entertcining Sir Malcolm Potts at home. He was an international Fcunily Pidming authortry
My husband was President Of the Sri Lanhan Fcunily Planning Association for 18 years.
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brother, refused absolutely to meet Da.
They thought I was
totally
irresponsible to sail to a far-away,
jungly country with a widower who
had three children. Maybe they
imagined some kind of harem

situation. But when we retuned a few
years later on a sabbatical with two of
our children they and Da became close
as thieves, and I was left out in the
cold. I guess the three of them shared
attitudes because of shared age. I was
sort of relegated to the nursery.
As Da and his children by a previous
marriage were Buddhists - so were
69.3 per cent of the population of Sri
Lanka at the last census - we decided
that for the sake of domestic harmony
our four should also be brought up as
Buddhists, but giving them freedom of
choice in later life. My antecedents
were a hundred percent Jewish - all
four grandparents and well beyond
They were orthodox and they were

farmers - an unusual combination and had lived in Hessen in central

Germany for hundreds of years, a part
of Germany that had `tolerated' Jews
from the late seventeenth century. My
mother came from Cologne, in the
west, from a liberal background. I had
no problem navigating between these
two extremes, being spoilt as the only
grandchild on both sides. But my best
friend's father was the Rabbi in Essen,
our home town, and he made sure we
all had a flrm footing in Judaism. Our
group of children fomed a Ki;zf/zcrfe in
the Maccabi Hatzair movement. We
called ourselves `L'havah', the flame,
and trained to join a kibbutz in

TJo counter the Tamil
Tigers ' increasing
violence the present

President has opted

f;or an armed
response, the
undeclared Eelam
IV VIar, Ofter a
manber Of `peace'

initiatives faled. But
wars are very costly
cnd, the President
has to deal with a
Parliament which i,s
not united in its
stance.

`Palestine'. Ah, well. Man proposes.

God disposes. All of us were caught in
the horror of that time and swept in
different directions.
And that is how Ceylon/Sri Lanka

got its first and only citizen who is also
a Jew.
My husband was not only a superb
diagnostician, without all the modem
gadgetry, and a great teacher at the
Colombo Medical College, respected

for his integrity and fairness - a
disciplinarian, yet always available to
offer advice and help. But he was also
a consummate patriot of the oldfashioned variety, immensely proud of
Sri Lanka's new independence and
historical achievements and full of
hope for its multi-ethnic, multireligious, talented citizens. The
majority had lived `cheek by jowl' for
centuries with the minorities, speaking
a multiplicity of languages - it wasn't
always peaceful or amicable, but on
the whole they got along. What then
went wrong after independence?
Many blame the origin of our
troubles
on
Mr
S.W.R.D.
Bandaranaike 's language policy which

he announced a few hours after
assuming Office as Prime Minister.
The language of the majority was to be
the only official one, sweeping aside
the interests and objections of the
minorities. This created the conditions

for a civil war that is troubling us
increasingly. Goverrments have come
and gone, but none have shown the
ability, breadth of vision, courage and
generosity to deal with the problem his
policy caused, now fifty years ago.
Those who perhaps could have were,
in the course of time, assassinated by
the Tamil Tigers - politicians like
Gamini Dissanayeke, Athulath Mudali,
President Premadasa and more
recently, hdr Lakshman Kadirgamar, a
greatly respected Tamil Minister for
Foreign Affairs. The issue has now
become `Eelam' - a separate Tamil
state carved out of the North and East

Columbo Harbour 1952, when I arrived.
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of this small island - 270 miles long
and 140 across.

To counter the Tamil Tigers'
increasing violence the present
President has opted for an armed
response, the undeclared Eelam IV
War, after a number of `peace'
initiatives failed. But wars are very
costly and the President has to deal
with a Parliament which is not united
in its stance. In order to obtain a
majority there is an undignified
campaign to `win over' Members to
the ruling Party with financial bribes
and offers of ministerial appointments.
This has resulted in a parliament of
fifty-two cabinet Ministers and thirtysix powerful non-cabinet Ministers,
and there have been gargantuan payhikes for them, the executive, the
legislature and judiciary.
And this while the country is facing
an absolute nadir on so many fronts.
The rapidly increasing cost of living
fuelled by rising oil and petrol prices
which impacts on many aspects of the
economy - there is no corresponding
increase in salaries. The undeclared
Eelam War. An approaching political
crisis in the wake of the realignment of

Inflation is running at double digit
figures, the trade deficit is widening
and tourism on which thousands rely
for a livelihood has hit a new low. The
devaluation of the rupee directly
affects purchasing
power,
and
according
to
the
Bloomberg
Newswires our rupee is the fifth worst
performer among the world's 180

curencies.
Good governance and the Rule of
Law are needed to ensure political
stability, fair play andjustice. But there
has been a serious deterioration in the
human rights situation over tbe past
several decades, and this has now

reached horrendous dimensions.
Violence, kidnapping, extortion,
murder and rape are rampant and there
is no serious attempt at accountability.
The post-Independence euphoria has
metamorphosed into a climate of
uncertainty, insecurity and fear.
The international community,
watching helplessly, is threatening to
reduce or cut off foreign funding.
Despite bombastic talk by some
officials that `we can go it alone' the
truth is that we are heavily dependent
on foreign aid, and a reduction or total
cessation would be catastrophic,
especially for the already deprived and
struggling poorer sections of the
population.
I have witnessed this tragic decline
almost from its inception, since I

arrived with my husband, Nimali's
grandfather. I still hope that the
Government will find a political
solution acceptable to everyone; but
it must demonstrate sincerity, fairness
and courage.
There is not much time left. The
sword of Damocles hangs over our

head I
ANNE RANASINGE z.s c! regrf/crr co#/rj.bzf for
to MA:ANNA. She is a writer and poet. Her most
recent collection Of poetry, A Lou8 Hot Day,
was published last year.

political opposition forces. The people

are suffering huge economic burdens
due to mismanagement and corruption.
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FAITH TO PICK AND CHOOSE
T HAS BEEN ARGUED BY
none other than Adam Smith, the
founder of modem economics, that
religious leaders and followers beneflt
most when religion is left to operate in
a free and open market. It has also been
argued by Barry Kosmin and Ariela

I

Keysar in their recent book Jte/i.gz.o7e z.77

a Free Market: Religious and NonReligious Americans, Who/ What/ Why/
7772ere, that America is a fine example
of this. In the US, citizens are free to
pick `n' mix their preferred religious
identities, and this has produced a
vibrant, dynamic religious arena. By
contrast in many European countries,
religion is stifled by over-regulation and
state
monopolies
resulting
in
listlessness and apathy.
I want to explore the idea that the
religion markets in Britain and
America are fundamentally different.
At the risk of spoiling any suspense,
the answer is yes and no. But first, let
us clarify what a `free market in
religion' means. Proposed by Adam
Smith, it is based on the idea that
people should be able to enter and exit
a religious group freely and openly.
This would increase the variety and
quality of the religion `products' on
offer. From this perspective religion is
commodified; produced and consumed
in a marketplace of ideas. When people
are free to choose their religion,
preachers are compelled to compete
with one another thus forcing up
standards and quality. `Buyers' are free
to rej ect scandal-ridden institutions and
corrupt theologies that no longer
convince them. Religion markets
dominated by a monopoly on the other
hand, inevitably produce dull products
that lead to indifference and apostasy.
But a free market, replete with religion
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David Graham
RELIGION IN A FREE MARKET:
RELIGIOUS AND NONRELIGIOUS AMERICANS VVHO/
rvHAT/ rvHy/ w7IIERE
by Barry Kosmin and Ariela Keysar
Paramount Market Publishing Inc,
2006, ISBN 978-0-9766973-6-7,

pp.320, hb

` ...if politics had never called in the

aid Of religion ...it would probably

have dealt equally and impartially
with all the different sects, and have
allowed every man to chase lot+c,rd his

own priest and his own religion as he
thought proper. There would in this
case, no doubt, have been a great
multitude Of religious sects. '

Adr." Smith, 1776, The Wealth Of
Iva!#.o#s, Bk5, Chl, Pt3, Art3
`boutiques', can cater for every
conceivable niche, offering excitement
and passion, where branding and logos
become vital tools for attracting
newcomers
and
maintaining
` customer' loyalty.
Some, especially those outside the
United States, may wince at such a
scenario. Religion they argue, like
culture or class, is fundamentally a
facet of inheritance and identity. It
cannot be reduced to a tradable
commodity, purchased when required
or discarded when it no longer serves
its purpose.
The truth most likely resides

somewhere in between these two
notions. Britain and America are not
quite as religiously separate as the
market model suggests. In the Untied

States, Kosmin and Keysar note that
77 per cent of survey respondents
reported a Christian denomination in
2001 and a fiirther 14 per cent reported
`No Religion'. In the British census 74
per cent of adults reported a Christian
denomination while 14 per cemt
reported `No Religion' (or None). The
largest non-Christian religious group
in Britain was Muslim whereas in the
US it was Jewish, and both were below
3 per cent of the total. In America there
were 35 Christian sub-denominations
with at least 25,000 followers each. In
Britain too, where the market is
supposedly stifled by a religious
monopoly, over 180 different groups
were recorded in 2001. So not much
`American exceptionalism' here then.

But the free market model cannot be
dismissed this easily. In America
religion is an integral part of local
society and culture. It is - and indeed
always has been - pluralistic and
voluntary rather than monolithic and
state-supported. This is in no small part
due to the American constitution's
emphasis on liberty and the separation
of church and state. At the beginning

of the twenty-first century the result is
a dynamic and highly complex but still
predominantly Christian society.
To see this dynamism it is necessary
to look at `religious switching', the
temi used to describe the movement
from one religious identity to another.
There are two types of switching which
affect the size of a religious group and
both should be distinguished from
demographic change, which results

from differential rates of birth, death
and migration. One type of switching
involves a change of identity, a shift
from one religious category to another,
most commonly through the marriage
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`No Rdigion' i,s neither

a `religion' nor an
organized group and
has no representative
body or bodies. It is
also a highly diverse
group with some `No

Rdigion-ists ' being
hard-line atheists , and
others lapsing theists
who were born
Christian, Muslim or
Jewish but who sinply
fred such labels Of no
relevance to them in
their adult lives.
of two people with different religions
and the conversion of one of the
individuals. The other type is simply a
relabelling, where a person only
changes the title of the religion to make
it more specific or generic.
Kosmin and Keysar offer some
examples. When religion of upbringing
is compared with current religion, the
main religious `loser' in America has
been Protestantism. This is primarily a
result of relabelling rather than flight.
Protestants ®articularly evangelicals)
are choosing to describe themselves as
`Christian' instead of `Protestant'
producing the illusion of decline. On
the other hand American Catholics are
leaving; they are switching to `No
Religion' and are the second largest
`losers'. It seems Catholics, more than

Protestants, feel less disloyal becoming
apostate than identifying with another
faith. This also seems to be true for
Jews, the fifth largest `losers' from
switching.
The biggest proportional gainers
were the Evangelical/Born Again
groups and `non-denominational
Christians'. These more conservative
forms of religious identity have grown
in part through highly successful

proselytism. But, the biggest absolute
switching gainer has been the rejection

of religion altogether-the category

`No Religion'. Between 1990 and

2001, `No Religion' more than doubled
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to 29.4 million American adults. This
rise represents a significant change in
the US's national religious profile.
Such switching off also challenges the
notion of a (free) market in religion.
`No Religion' is neither a `religion'

nor an organized group and has no
representative body or bodies. It is also
a highly diverse group with some `No
Religion-ists ' being hard-line atheists,
and others lapsing theists who were
born Christian, Muslim or Jewish but
who simply find such labels of no
relevance to them in their adult lives.
There is even a new geographical
stronghold along the west coast of the
United States, from California to
Washington State which is attracting
people of `No Religion'.
Kosmin and Keysar argue that in the
American market two parallel trends
are slowly emerging; one trend is
towards `No Religion', the rejection of
categorization-ism, and the other is
growth in evangelical denominations.
They argue therefore that in America,
religion is polarizing.
In Britain the situation is slightly
different. Most religious growlh here
is due to demography, not proselytism.
But the rise of `No Religion' is
similarly strong and many might argue,
stronger. For example the 2001
Scottish census (the only place to
collect such data) showed that more
than 500,000 Scots - 10% of the whole
Scottish population - brought up with
a religion (mostly Christian) claimed
their cuITent religion as `None'. One
religious group in particular is
emblematic of the British religion
market, i.e. demographic growth
paralleled with switching off. This is
the Jews. Again in Scotland, the
number of people brought up Jewish
but claiming no current religious
identity in 2001, was equivalent to 12%
of the whole Scottish Jewish

population. But at the same time the
number of strictly Orthodox Jews has
been rapidly rising. In Britain this subgroup represented less than 10% of
Jewish marriages in the mid-1980s but
by 2005 nearly 28% of marriages were
strictly Orthodox. This increase is not
from switching on but rather from
demographic expansion.
Where does this leave the free
market model? Is it the key to
understanding the main religious
differences between Britain and the US
or is it irrelevant in a time of rising `No
Religion'? Well, yes and no. Clearly
even in America, people do not simply
wake up in the moming and wonder
what religion they would like to be that
day. In fact throughout their entire

lifetimes it is still rare for people to
swap one religion for another, solely
for reasons of conviction. Only one in
six Americans reported any change in
their religious identification over their
lifetimes, most to `No Religion', and it
should also be noted that evangelical
groups still only account for under 1
per cent of the total adult population.
The key to understanding the main
difference between religion in the US
and the UK, I would argue, is to realize
that entry and exit from the religion
market are not opposite sides of the
same coin. For those looking to exit a
group the religion markets in the US
and the UK are rather similar. Wouldbe exitors [sic] can in most cases freely
switch out and the easiest and most
popular change is to leave the market
altogether; to switch off rather than
switch over.
But it is entry to religious groups in

which the differences and the market
analogy become apparent. Only in a
few cases can entry be considered free.
For most people there are significant
barriers to joining new religious
groups. Jews offer a case in point. The
convention of matrilineal descent and
non-proselytization in most Jewish
denominational outlooks makes entry
challenging, both technically and
socially. Thus `Jewish' is not a
particularly tradable label. This is
typical of the general situation in
Britain where entry into whatever
religion appears to be considered more
burdensome than apostasy. But in the
US, the success of evangelism and
syncretic groups suggests that rather
than a burden, religion is actually
beneficial. Why?
The answer lies in they difference
between the type of society that is
found in American and the type found
in Britain. The US is a nation formed
by immigrants, and consequently
American's require the bond of
religion, whichever that may be, to glue

and unite them into the fabric of their
society. For the majority of British
people this is not the case. Most are
`British' because they and their

ancestors were born here and
consequently feel less need for rehigion
to be used as a common bond.
That `No Religion' is rising in the
US is possibly a sign of convergence
with the UK, at least for some sections
of that society. That the UK does not
embrace evangelism is more a result
of history and society than market

failure .
DA;NTD a:RAI£Arvl. is a DP1.il candidate at
Orford University. He researches geographie
and demographic aspects Of religion.
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The

Flame
of the
=-Heart

JUST SPEAK OUT LOUD
Larry Tabick
THE FLAME OF THE HEART:
PRAYERS OF A CHASIDIC
MYSTIC
by Reb Noson of Breslov
Translated and adapted by
David Sears, Jewish Lights
Publishing, Vermont, 2006,
ISBN 978-1-58023-246-3,
pp.118, pb, £7.98

alive and well and living in
THE Jerusalem,
`DEAD Bnei
HASIDIM'
Brak, and
ARE
other
centres. Often at loggerheads with other
Hasidim or with each other, they are far
from moribund. Who are they, and why
are they described as `dead'? Dz. fofe
foczsz.c7z.77?, the `Dead Hasidim', as they

are called by other Hasidic groups, are
the followers of Rabbi Nachman of
Bratslav - Breslov, on the Bug River in
the Ukraine. He lived from 1772 till
1811. His followers are called

`dead'

because, unlike most Hasidic groups
that have a dynastic system for
appointing new 7iebbeLs on the death of
the old, the Breslovers have only one

rebbe, Rebbe Nachman, and he is dead.
Jzebbe, along with /sczc7dz.fr `righteous',

is the title applied to Hasidic teachers,
more often known for their mystical
insight than their scholarship.
Rebbe Nachman was an extraordinary personality to have inspired
such loyalty. A great-grandson of the
Ba`al Shem Tov, also known as Besht,
the founder of the Hasidic movement,
he blazed his own trail, provoking
opposition, sometimes deliberately,
often challenging older, established
rebbes. His teachings are intensely personal and universal at the same time.
Nachman knew suffering. He had
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tuberculosis, which cut short his life,
and his two sons died in infancy.
Moreover, he was obsessed by the fate
of those Jews who were martyred
during the anti-Polish uprising of 1768
at Uman, where he ultimately chose to
die.

Like
most
Hasidic
teachers,
Nachman was not a systematic thinker.
His teachings arise from the times in
which he lived and fi.om his reflections
on traditional Jewish teachings,
including the Kabbalah and those of
his great-grandfather the Besht. He was
a master of paradox, recognizing and
even celebrating it in the life of faith.
`Faith,' he taught, `does not apply to

anything the intellect can understand.
The essence of faith [applies] only at
the point where the intellect stops,
where one cannot understand
something with the intellect. Then you
are left only with the power of the
imagination, and there toeople] need
faith. ' (Liqqutei Moharan [LM] 11,§8.)
Faith, by definition, cannot be proved.
Building on Kabbalistic teachings,

Nachman spelled out and confronted
the central paradox of religious life. If
God is present everywhere, why do we
seem to experience only God's
absence? The answer he gives is that
God's presence in and God's absence

from the created universe are both
literally true, at one and the same time,
and that this tension is impossible to
resolve this side of the messianic age.
We have to learn to live with it, and
affimi our faith even in the face of
God's apparent absence. (LM I,§64)
His teachings on tsedakah, charity,
are
equally
thought-provoking.
Drawing on the story that the prophet
Elijah was fed by ravens, Nachman
points out that it is not natural for
ravens to be so generous. Nor is it for
us. True tsedakah begins at the point at
which we give more than we really
want to, at the point when giving goes
against our natural impulses and it
hurts us to give. Tsedakah is not about
us, nor even the recipient, Tsedakah is
about our duty to God.
`When people begin to give freely to

charity, they must first break their
impulse to cruelty by changing it into
compassion. This is the essence of the
service of charity, for if one, who is by
nature compassionate, gives charity out
of a compassionate nature, this is not
[real] service.' (LM 11,§4)

Repentance, fes¢"vczfe, is another
traditional Jewish concept given a new

perspective by Nachman of Bratslav.
For him, repentance is not simply a
moral category, something we try to do
when we have done something wrong.
It is spiritual process. Each act of
fesfee4vczfe is, in essence, a return to God,

a recognition of how far we are from
God and a realization that we have
forgotten God. So we repent, or rather,
return to God. But this new level that
we have reached should, in its turn,
make us realize how far we still are
from God, and so, stimulate us to
repent/return again, at which point we
recognize once again the distance we
still have to travel, and so on.
Repentance becomes a spiritual path of
enormous power. (LM I,§6)

Nachman was a great exponent of
fez./boc7 'c7a!/ or solitude. Earlier teachers

had used this term to indicate private
meditation, often kabbalistic in nature
- techniques suitable only for a few
scholars and mystics. Nachman's
approach was more egalitarian. His
suggestion was that we take an hour
each day to pour out our hearts to God.
We might do this in a field on our own,
or even in a specially designated room
in our homes. During that time, we
should speck to God about whatever is
on our minds. We should not concern
ourselves with what we think God
wants to hear from us. Neither should
we worry about whether we are
expressing ourselves well or even
coherently. Just speak, out loud, using
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our own words. (LM 11,§§95-97)

This ties in with Nachman's notions
of joy and moral self-assessment. Our
task, Nachman taught, was to be joyful
at all times. Even jokes are permitted,
nay, encouraged, as long as they are

Our task, Nachman
toughi, was to be
jayf iul at all times.
Erven jokes are

permitted, nay,
encouraged, as long
as they are harmless
in intent. Sadness and
depression are tools
o/Zfee yetzer ha-ra,
the inclination
towards evil, and we
are not allowed to
indulge in them, even
when our awareness
Of our fidilures would
seem to validate
them.
harmless in intent. Sadness and
depression are tools of the };e/zer feczrcr, the inclination towards evil, and we
are not allowed to indulge in them,
even when our awareness of our
failures would seem to validate them.
There is one exception to this rule,
according to Rebbe Nachman. During
our hour of hitbod'dut, our se\£seclusion, we may give free rein to our
doubts and feelings of inadequacy,
provided we direct them to God. In this
way, we can overcome them, and
return to the joyful service of God.
(LM 11,§24) Nachman confronts the
dark side of life head on, yet remains
optimistic: `If you believe you can
cause damage, then believe that you
can bring about /i.44a!7€, repair.' (LM
11,§ 112)
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In addition to composing dozens of
dense and complex `teachings' or

semons, Nachman was also the author
of more than a dozen remarkable
stories, which have been translated into
English many times. Using the
language of dream and fairytale,
Nachman hints at many deep spiritual
teachings, about the presence and
absence of God, and about his own
messianic
expectations
and
pretensions. The tales were spoken
originally in Yiddish and translated
into Hebrew, but each version has a
different feel: the Yiddish is folksier,
the Hebrew more redolent of the kind
of kabbalistic imagery we find in the
Zohar. Even in English, they provide a
wonderful basis for imaginative study
and spiritual discussion.
As for those messianic pretensions,
Nachman once again presents us with
a paradox. On the one hand, his
recorded conversations show him to be
fully aware of his faults and sins,
including what he calls `that well
known desire,' i.e. sexual fantasies
(Sichot Haran §29). We see him
wrestling with self-doubts and doubts
about God. On the other hand, in
contrast to his Hasidic contemporaries
who discuss the central spiritual role of
the /sczc}dz.fo." , Nachman refers regularly
to tsczc}dz.fa fecr-c7or, the Righteous One of

the generation. It is clear that he is
referring to himself. It is clear, too, that
he believed that his soul was that of the
Messiah, but that his messianic debut
had to be delayed because the world
was not yet ready to recognize and
receive him.
I draw the line at this point, as I
believe Reform Jews and all nonHasidim must. Nachman was, without
doubt, a great spiritual teacher who can
still inspire us today, but, the bottom
line must be that he was still just
human, like anyone else.
When Nachman of Bratslav died, he
left behind a very small movement. Its
growth in the decades that followed
was due to one man, a scholar and

potential rebbe in his own right, who
decided to devote his life to collecting
and editing his teacher's words, even
recording his conversations, and
writing his biography. His name was

Noson - Nathan - Sternhartz of
Nemirov, sometimes, Breslov, 17801845.
He
became
Boswell
to
Nachman's Dr Johnson. It is thanks to
Reb Noson that we have such a large

body of Nachman's teachings. Note
that Reb is less exalted than rebbe.
Like those of his mentor, Reb
Noson's writings are increasingly
found in English translation in our

book shops. One recent offering

presents selected prayers written by
him and based on his master's
teachings. It is titled 77?e FIJcz777e o/j¢c

Heart: Prayers Of a Chasidic Mystic
(Jewish Lights & Breslov Research
Institute, 2006). It is a powerful little
book, well worth dipping into in search
of inspiration. My only complaint is
that quotations from rcr77czcfe, liturgy

and rabbinic literature are not
adequately signposted.
The Holocaust had a devastating
effect on the Hasidim of Breslov, as it
did upon all Hasidic groups, but some
Breslovers escaped. They smuggled
Rebbe Nachman's chair out in pieces
and reassembling it in Jerusalem. The
Communist years were marked by
repression,
but
pilgrimages
to
Nachman's grave in Uman never quite
ceased.

These days, the followers of
Nachman of Bratslav have the highest

profile in the world at large of any
Hasidic group, apart from Lubavitch.
Numerous publications in English over
the last two or three decades by
Breslover Hasidim display a wealth of
scholarship and creativity. Often these
deal with general issues of Kabbalah
or Hasidism, rather than Rebbe
Nachman's own teachings. Some go
further afield. The late Aryeh Kaplan,
nuclear physicist, translator and editor
Of The Living Torah aLnd the Me'Am
foez Torah commentary, author of
numerous books on Jewish meditation,
translator of several kabbalistic
classics, plus a number of volumes
devoted to Rebbe Nachman, was a
Breslover Hasid. Another was David
Sears, compiler of the book of Reb
Noson' s prayers.
A member of the Breslover group
once told me that, in his opinion, some
of the rabbinic leaders of the disparate
Breslov movement today were `crazy'.
Because their rebbe is dead, it seems
that there is a greater degree of freedom
of thought and action in this movement
than in other schools of Hasidism,
where conformity is the dominant
feature. In addition to the profundity
and beauty of Nachman's teachings, it
is that ` craziness, ' that freedom to think
outside the Hasidic box that has always
fascinated me about this school.
Though I am broadly happy where I
am, if I had to be a Hasid, I would
choose to be a Breslover .
RABBI LARRY TABICK serves S%fr J7:dywi,
the Hampsteed Rofbrm Jewish Commi[nity, and
is a life-long student Of Kabbalch card Hasidism.
He is the author Of Growing Into YONI Soul. a
little book Of poems and pictures. His website is
http://www.tabick.abel.co.uk.
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first and last days. The practice of yo"
Tov Sheni. Shel Galut - a,n additional
day of rest in the Diaspora - was
introduced after the destruction of the
Second Temple in the year 70cE) This
made the correct observance of the
festival date doubly sure at a time when
dates were precariously signalled by
lighting bonfires on mountain tops to
announce the sighting of the New
Moon in Jerusalem. Even in the fourth
century, when the calendar was fixed3
so that the dates of the New Moon
were calculated rather than observed,
the pea;chce of: Yom Tov Sheni Shel
Gcr/#/ was nevertheless retained on the

principle of `safeguarding the custom
of your ancestors'.4 This remains the

practice of Orthodox Jews in the
Diaspora to this day.
In

GETTING
IT

RIGHT

ON
THE

SECOND
NIGHT
Paul Freedman and
Laura Jamer-Klausner
She 'elah (Questilon)
Progressive communities to hold

IS second
IT APPROPRIATE
FOR
night Sedarim given that
we
only observe one day of yo" roi;?
Should the liturgy for a second night
Seder be adjusted to reflect its different
status?
Tesfe#"!% (Reply, Responsum)
The dates and the lengths of festivals
are given in the Torah.I In the case of
the seven day festivals of Pesach and
Sukkot, the intermediate days are cfoo/
fecz77coec7, which are not observed as

days of rest2 in the same way as the
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19725,

the

British

Reform

Movement ruled that `as the extra day
was introduced for specific reasons that
are no longer applicable and that, as
there is no doubt as to the exact
occurrence of each festival, it is
appropriate to return to the original
biblical observance of their length. '6
Pesach is therefore celebrated in

Israel and by Reform Jews in the
Diaspora for seven days, with the first
and seventh days being ycr"z." rot/z.in.
The Orthodox custom in the Diaspora
is to re;rdlri Yom Tov Sheni Shel Galut,
resulting in eight days of Pesach, with
the first, second, seventh and eighth
days being ycz77zz.77t row.772. The second

day of Pesach, beginning with second
hicht, ±s therefore Chol Hamoed in
Israel and in Reform Diaspora
communities, whilst it is yo777 roy for
our Orthodox neighbours.7

Many Reform Jews celebrate a
second night Seder in Britain but do
TIot wa;at to restore Yom Tov Sheni Shel
Gcz/#/. The Halachic status of second
night Sedarim for Reform Jews is

therefore not that of Erev yon rov, but
of Erev Chol Hamoed, indeed it
concludes the yo772 roi/ of first day
Pesach. Nevertheless, the prevalent
Reform custom has been to repeat most
of the liturgy of a first night Seder.
There is therefore a discrepancy
between our practice at second night
Sedarim and how we view the status of
the day.
There are of course parts of the
Haggadah that are appropriate to recite
at any time during Pesach, such as
telling the story of Pesach or singing
associated songs or Psalms, but some
of the b 'rczcfeof contained within the
Haggadah are specific to yo7# roy and
to recite them would constitute a
B'rachah L'vatalah, a. blessing Cir\
vain'. Such a blessing is considered as

using God's name inappropriately,
equivalent to a purposeless oath which
is specifically forbidden in the Torah.8
Whilst we recognize that second
night Sedarim are often excellent
opportunities for education, for
celebrating with a different branch of
the
family,
or
for
positive
congregational activity, we feel it is
important that their liturgy should be
consonant with their Halachic function,

being performed at the end of yon roy
aind beginning o£ Chol Hamoed.
In order to retain the structure of the
Seder but also to uphold liturgical
integrity, we suggest the following
minor adaptations for a Reform second
night Seder:
1. On the first night of pesach, the festival
candles may be lit at the start of the
Seder. On second night, this would be
inappropriate as we do not hold it to be

the start of another day of yon roy.
The blessing over the candles would be
aL Brachah L'vatalah a:"d eIve;n to trzIve
festival candles alight would give the
impression that we hold it to be yo777
Tov.

2.Over the first cup of wine it is
alpprapriate to say `borei p 'ri ha-gofen '
but the subsequent blessing over the

festival day - kiddush - should be
omitted.
3 . The first cup might instead be followed
by tin:ire T3hessir+g `ha-mavdil bein hodesh

/ '4oc7esfe ' thus making Havdalah for the

conclusion of yon roy, the first day of
Pesach, and the beginning of c%o/
fecr7„oec7. If this occurs before nightfall,

some may prefer to postpone the
blessing until a later cup.
4. `S7zefeec4ej;c!722t ' might still be recited

but one should, as is the practice on
second day Rosh Hashana, create an
additional reason for the blessing such
as eating a new fruit, wearing a new
garment, recognizing the uniqueness of
the occasion.
5.The Hallel Psalms can be recited
without blessings, just as we do on the
first night.
6. The second cup and its blessings need
no modification.
7. On first eating matzah, it is appropriate
to say `¢cz-77zo/zz.' but the blessing `c7/

achilat matzah' is omi:tied on second
night, as it is for the rest of pesach.
8.I.nbirkat ha-mazon, `ya 'aleh v 'yavo ' is
included, as it is for the rest of Pesach,
but the `facrrczcfocrmcz# ' line included on

yo777 roy is omitted,as it is throughout
chol hamoed.
9.The third and fourth cups and their
blessings need no modification, though
one may be followed by `%cz~77!avc7z./ ' if

this was not done earlier.
10. The first night of the omer is counted

before the conclusion of the Seder I
RABBI PAUL FREEDMAN I.s /fee rczbb!.
Radlelt & Bushey Reform Synagogue. RAE:BI
LAURA JANNER-KLAUSNER I-s rcrz7Z>z. cz/ /fee

North Western Reform Synagogue, Alyth
Gardens. Both are members Of the Assembly
Rabbis Of the Movement for Reform Judaism.
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WHY HEALING
IS NOT A CURE
ill Cutter, is known to many of
TE EDITOR
OF THIS
BOOK,
y colleagues
as teacher
and
friend, and is a true polymath. He has
combined his work as Professor of
Education and Hebrew Literature at
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute
of Religion in Los Angeles, with being
the Director of the Kalsman Institute on
Judaism and Health.
I have known for many years about
the network of Jewish Healing Centers
in the United States and Canada, and
have visited those in the Bay Area, San
Francisco, and in Washington DC,
been in contact with the New York
Center, and found many of its
publications very helpful.
The website of the Kalsman Institute
tells us: ` . . .We are a center for training,

collaboration and dialogue at the
intersection of Judaism and health. As
a department of the Hebrew Union
College, part of our mandate is to train
future leadership of the Reform
movement in the area of pastoral
education. We have four other areas of
focus, including Jewish Spirituality
and Healing, Bioethics, Illness and
Wellness, and the Healthcare System.'
I found it particularly exciting to
realize that these issues were being
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Amanda Golby
HEALING AND THE JEWISH
IMAGINATION: SPIRITUAL AND
PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVES ON
JUDAISM AND HEALTH
edited by Rabbi William Cutter,
Jewish Lights Publishing, Vermont,
2007, ISBN 978-1-58023-314-9,

pp.219, hb, $24.99

looked at academically as well as
`spiritually', and within a Reform
Rabbinical School. The book contains
a selection of essays which cover all of
these areas, and. Following an
introduction on `The intersection of
Judaism and health', there are essays
on the importance of the individual in
Jewish thought and writing, health and
healing among the mystics, hope and
the Hebrew Bible, from disability to
enablement, overcoming stigma and
Jewish bioethics in story and law. The
concluding section, `Looking back,
moving forwards', contains an essay

by the historian Rabbi David 8
Ruderman entitled, `The history of
invention: doctors, medicine and

Jewish culture'.

I am aware, though, that few know
what is meant by Jewish healing. As
many of the contributors remind us, it
is, sadly, not about cure. How we wish
it were possible for it to be otherwise.
Far more it is to do with using the
wisdom of Jewish teaching and
practice to try to achieve healing, a
state of wholeness, even at a time of
brokenness, and to enable people to be
strengthened whether it is in the face
of their own physical or emotional
disease or dis-ease, or that of a loved
one. One may have to deal with an
acute illness, live with chronic illness
or disability,
the despair and
exhaustion of being a carer, the pain of
bereavement. Jewish tradition can
help, and in ways beyond traditional
prayers for the sick, rituals associated
with death, vital as those are.
Such healing needs to be introduced
at the right time. It is not a substitute
for traditional medicine. Nor is it often
something one can discuss with someone in the early days of illness. But
there comes a right time. It is not confined to `patients' and their families,
but would enable Jewish doctors,
nurses, other health professionals, to
have an enhanced spiritual focus in
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their lives.

I was particularly moved by the
essay written by Rabbi Arthur Green,
well-known as a scholar of Jewish
mysticism. He tells that he had always
kept himself distant from the healing
aspects of Kabbalah, even though
many have tuned to it over centuries,
because of the trauma of his mother's
death when he was a child of eleven.
Only now, more than fifty years later,
has he been able to look at this
differently.
He addressed a group of rabbis,
several of whom had themselves, or
within their families, experienced
serious illness, and all felt convinced
that prayer had been very helpful,
though none would have chosen prayer
alone, unaccompanied by appropriate
medical intervention.
`Our conversation brought forth all

kinds of important thoughts, some
previously stored in my own memory,
that belong to such talk. The Talmud's
declaration that `Outcry is good for a
person, whether before or after the
decree has been issued', makes it clear
that what is `good' about outcry or
prayer is not its ability to change the
decree. A distinction that was crucial
to our conversation is that between
`healing'

and `cure', one surely

familiar to many readers. The fact that
we cannot offer a cure should in no
way stop us from seeking to offer
healing...,

Art Green's writing comes from the
mystical tradition. Many others are
rooted in mainstream Jewish life. I
have a particular interest in the Jewish
calendar, and strive to live in rhythm
with the year, something I manage with
varying degrees of success. The
particular area of Jewish healing which
I wish to develop has to do with helping
people, who may be ill themselves or
watching the suffering of a loved one,
or who are bereaved, to feel that all the
days of the Jewish year can still speak
to them, Shabbatot and Festivals, even
if it has to be in a very different way. It
is also important that those involved in
their care, whether or not they are
Jewish, know that it may be a

particularly significant time of the
year, which needs to be acknowledged.
As I have explained this to various
people over recent years, I realize that
some understand exactly what I mean,
others just look blankly. And the blank
looks, which would come from the
majority of Anglo-Jewry, are because
so many cannot imagine that we can
approach Shabbat, C72czgz.77?, in multi-

1ayered ways. One is `well', and does
the `normal' things. Or, perhaps one
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misses out. We are rightly concerned
for those who have a whole range of
physical disabilities. I am also
concerned about what we might term
spiritual disability. Too many people
do not lean and grow Jewishly. That is
an area of work which I am now taking
forward. And I so welcome `Healing
and the Jewish Imagination' , and many
of the other writings on these topics,
because they remind me that it is not a
personal pre-occupation, but part of an
old and new Jewish world.

Thanrfully we live in
a world where,
although there are so
many tragedies Of
serious illness and
untimely death, we
have come a long way

from homes where the
deaths Of babies and
young children,
women in childbirth,
were the norm.
There are some who feel that the
healing of individuals is perhaps a selfindulgent luxury when we live in a
world which is in such major need of
healing on a global scale. There are
those who feel that this is not
something `really Jewish', and should
be confined within a more fringe,
mystical tradition. Yet we need to find
ways of healing our world which look
both in and out, and there have been
developments in Jewish healing over
the last thirty years that are truly
Jewish. They have come together for a
variety of reasons, and a brief sentence
cannot do it justice. Partly it is about
our coming to terms with the horrors of
the Shoah. And yet, whatever was
suffered by so many a comparatively
short time ago, whatever individuals
suffer, it is amazing how many people
live to middle age and beyond, without
seeing a dead body. Thankfully we live
in a world where, although there are so
many tragedies of serious illness and
untimely death, we bave come a long
way from homes where the deaths of

babies and young children, women in
childbirth, were the norm. In the past
there was much more experience of the
painful facts of death.
I was recently on a train with a
young family. They were making a
journey because a grandmother had
died. I understood that it was a sudden
death for which not even the adults had
any time to prepare. But I was
disturbed by a seven year old who
could only conceive of death as being
violent. Such are the images of the
society in which we live.
With many people living far longer,
albeit many with major physical or
mental deterioration, with medical
advances meaning that many even
serious illnesses now have the status of
`chronic' rather than immediately lifethreatening, we must look at illness
differently. When death is inevitable,
whatever the age of the patient, the
hospice movement has helped, though
we know there are not nearly enough
beds, and, far greater resources need
devoting to palliative care, whether for
people in hospital or at home.
Some suggest that the growing
number of women rabbis have had an
influence on the interest in Jewish
healing. So, in a way, I was pleased
when I found that the majority of
coutrTburtors to Healing and the Jewish
J"c7gz.7zc7Zz.o77 are male. For it is vital

that this is seen as something of value
and concern to both men and women.
Recent years have also seen the
development of the Jewish Renewal
Movement. Perhaps all of these things
have somehow come together to bring
us the Jewish Healing Movement.
While it is well-established in the
United States, it is new here.
My colleagues Rabbis Helen
Freeman and Marcia Plumb share my
wish to develop a Jewish Healing
Centre here. I know of other rabbis,
both male and female, who are also
interested in this work. And while our
interests overlap, we have specific
areas which represent personal
priorities. I hope that our Centre,
whatever form it takes, can be truly
cross-communal. But it is important
that we have a Centre not a Center.
Some things do need to be translated to
be made appropriate for this side of the
Atlantic. Some things may never
translate. Other things can originate
here. It remains to be seen whether we
will have a Centre of bricks and mortar,
or of `resource people', and a good

website I
RABBI AMANDA GOLBY I.s c[ gredz{afe a/
Leo Baeck College, congregational rabbi and
specialist in religious healing.
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Binding Of Isaac: Beit Alpha Synagogue

FATHER AND SON
Julia Weiner
BINDING OF ISAAC, ONE
he most dramatic stories in the
Dk of Genesis, has been given
many fascinating interpretations by
artists through the centuries.
The text was obviously of great
inportance to early Jews as can be told
by its inclusion in decorative cycles in
two early synagogues. At Dura
Europos, the synagogue built in 244
CE but only discovered in 1932, the
depiction of Isaac on the altar is painted
in a central location above the Torah
niche. Placed to the right of a symbolic
image of the Temple, with the Menorah
to its left, it would have reminded the
worshippers that the Temple would
later be built at Mount Moriah where
the attempted sacrifice took place.
Meanwhile at the 6th century
synagogue at Beth Alpha in Israel, the
Binding of Isaac is the one Biblical
story to be represented on the mosaic
floor alongside a number of Jewish
ritual objects and the huge wheel that
shows the signs of the Zodiac. The
episode is of great importance in the
liturgy not only because it took place
on the future site of the Temple but
also because it reminded worshippers
that they could hope for divine
intervention if they remained faithful.
The Binding of Isaac was also

TE

popular with Christian artists and is
probably one of the most painted
scenes from the Hebrew Bible. Scenes
from the Hebrew Bible often appear in
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church decorative cycles. The primary
reason for this was not the nature of the
accounts found there, but the fact that
the Catholic Church felt that events in
what it called the `Old Testament'
foreshadowed the life of Christ. The
subject of the Binding of Isaac, usually
referred to tellingly in Christian
iconography as the Sacrifice of Isaac,
occupied a central place in this system
because of the parallels between
Abraham's intended sacrifice and the
crucifixion in which a father went
ahead with the sacrifice of his son.
Tbus the fact that Isaac carried the
wood for the sacrifice prefigured Christ
carrying the cross on which he was to
die and the thorns in the thicket
preflgure his crown of thorns. The fact
that it is a ram which takes the place of
Isaac was also important as a sheep or
ram was adopted by the early
Christians as a symbol of Christ in his
sacrificial role.

In Christian at full of symbol that
would have been immediately obvious
to worshippers, you can't beat Rubens.
He was a devoted Catholic who painted
two versions of the Sacrifice of Isaac.
In these, he stresses the similarities
between lsaac's experience and that of
Christ. The body of Isaac is pale and he
wears a loin cloth, so similar to the
way that the artist paints Christ on the
Cross. One version was painted on the
ceiling of a Jesuit church in Antwexp,
now destroyed, but an oil sketch

survives and is in the Louvre in Paris.
The painting was one of 39 where each
New Testament scene was placed with
an `Old Testament' scene linked to it.
This scene accompanied one of
Christ's Passion. Rubens shows the
angel appearing in a flurry of wings to
stop the sacrifice. Isaac is already on
the altar, the wood of which is
prominently placed and is even
positioned so that the branches form a
cross. The thorns that have ensnared
the ram encircle its head much like a
crown to ensure that the symbolism
camot be missed.
Rembrandt painted the same subject
twice. But his interest in the episode
was different. The symbolism is not as
stressed - indeed the ram cannot be
made out clearly and must lurk
somewhere in the murky landscape.
Instead Rembrandt is fascinated by the
drama of the story. His Abraham has
been prematurely aged by the
experience, his face is lined and full of
anguish as he grips his beautiful young
son firmly by the head in order to cut
his throat. Rembrandt had Jewish
neighbours at this time and so probably
knew about the methods of ritual
slaughter. He captures the protagonists
just as the angel comes to stop
Abraham. The knife that he was about
to use is captured in mid air as it falls
to the ground. Well-known for his
fascination with exotic eastern dress,
Rembrandt kept a collection of turbans
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refugee from Nazism. he left Europe
for Israel in 1933. In Slczrcr¢, the main

Binding Of Isaac: Dura Europos Synagogue
and other exotic accessories in his
studio to use in his painting. Here, it is
the beautiful jewelled knife and its
equally luxurious scabbard that must
have come from this collection. It has
been suggested that this subject might
have been of interest to Calvinists who
believed in unquestioning obedience
to God and who would have admired
Abraham' s example.
So for many centuries, the so-called

Sacrifice of Isaac was one of the most
popular scenes from the Hebrew Bible
painted by Christian artists. Its
symbolism altered in the 20th century
when it was repeatedly used to

comment on the violence and atrocities
of that century. But the focus of the
iconography changed. Whereas artists
had, until that point, tended to focus on
the moment when the angel appeared
to stop Abraham from performing the
sacrifice, painters now showed that no
substitute had appeared and that Isaac
had been sacrificed along with all other
victims.
Several artists used the theme to
comment
on
the
hopelessness
experienced by victims of the
Holocaust. One of the most moving
depictions must be Mordecai Ardon' s
Sczrcz¢ of 1947. Ardon was himself a

Sacrifice Of Isaac: Peter Paul Rubens
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protagonist is no longer Abraham but
his wife, a monumental flgure in red
who holds her head and screams as she
surveys the body of her sacrificed son.
Abraham is in the background, a tiny
figure with his head in his hands, his
sleeves covered in blood from the
sacrifice. Beside him lies a ladder
which will not be needed either for
Jacob's Dream, or indeed to take Christ
down from the Cross as Jewish life has
ended. Altematively, it might suggest
the lack of communication between
God and his people during the period
as in another painting about Jerusalem,
Ardon used a ladder to suggest the
links between the earthly and heavenly
realms. The pose of Sarah echoes that
of Mary, Mother of Christ, in so many
Crucifixion scenes. But where Mary
bears her loss knowing that it is pat of
God's plan, Sarah seems to cry out
about the perverseness of God.
Another heart rending variation was
painted by the Holocaust survivor
Maryan S. Maryan. He spent his
childhood in Auschwitz, was rescued
by the Russians but lost a leg due to the
serious injuries he had received.
Maryan's 1951 painting of the
Sacrifice of Isaac shows a puppet,
similar to one the artist had as a child,
hanging next to a knife, about to be
devoured by a terrible metallic monster
from whose mouth flames emit. This
imagery brings to mind Moloch, the

god of the fiery furnace to whom
children were originally sacrificed. Art
historian
Ziva Amishai-Maisels
suggests that in this painting, Maryan
was demonstrating his own breach of
faith. The Binding of Isaac created the
covenant by which God would protect
Jews. The Holocaust caused the
abrogation of that covenant. For the
artist, it was Moloch who triumphed at
Auschwitz.
More recently the Akedah has been
used by Israeli artists to comment on
the situation where soldiers are
regularly asked to make the ultimate
sacrifice for their country. One artist
who repeatedly works on this theme is
Menashe Kadishman. As a youth he
was a shepherd on a Kibbutz and one
of his favourite images is a sheep. But
in his 1984 painting of the Sacrifice of
Isaac, Israel Museum, there is no sign
of any ram. Instead, we see Abraham
and Sarah in the background surveying
Isaac whose skeletal face indicates that
he is already dead and is buried in the

great mound of Mount Moriah. Painted
in a year in which many Israeli soldiers
continued on next page
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were killed in the Lebanon campaign,
the painting suggests that young
soldiers are being sacrificed for the
sake of the rest of the population, who
stay safely out of danger, as Abraham
and Sarah do in this painting.
Kadishman has also made monumental
sculptures of the subject where Isaac is
shown dead whilst the ram which
represents the authorities responsible
for the war looks on, strengthened by
the sacrifice. Kadishman has said that
the sculpture was inspired by an
experience he had while serving as a
soldier. On patrol, he came across a
body so badly decomposed that he was
unable to tell if the person was Arab or
Israeli. The only thing of which he was
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certain was that the person had been
sacrificed in the name of war.
Against that, Naftali Bezem shows a
more positive image of the Sacrifice.
In his painting of 1968, he shows Isaac
seemingly sprouting wings, turning
into an angel himself. His face is green
and he bolds a plant in one hand and
from his body grows a cactus. His
sacrifice has allowed the land of Israel
to grow and flourish and give rise to
the modern Sabra, the native-born
Israeli. Ih7hen his son was killed in a
terrorist bombing in 1975, Bezem
returned to the subject to express his

grief and shows himself as the angel
lighting candles of remembrance for
his son.

The American Jewish artist George
Segal has three times made sculptures
that refer to the Akedah. The first was
made in 1973 after he received a
request to donate a work to Israel.
When the authorities found out the
subject was to be Abraham and Isaac,
they almost cancelled the commission
as they were sure that the subject would
be a critique of the way that soldiers
were sent to die for their country. But
according to the artist, the long serving
foreign minister Abba Eban's wife
intervened and the piece was made. He
cast a nine foot square rock not far
from the site where the Akedah was
said to have taken place to act as the
base of his sculpture. He certainly
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brought the Biblical story into the

present as Abraham is an overweight
middle aged man dressed in jeans,
standing above his reclining son
holding a real knife, the only part of
the sculpture not in white plaster.
Whilst Isaac looks up at his father, the
older man clenches the knife and looks
into the middle distance. Despite the
fact that the commission went ahead, it
was not placed in a prominent public
space. Even today, I could not find any
reference to the piece on the internet
despite the fame of its creator.
The second version Segal made of
the subject is much better known and
again caused a furore. In 1978, Segal
was commissioned by a private

foundation to make a sculpture to
commemorate the demonstrators killed
during the antiwar rally at Kent State
University in 1970. The University
rejected the work but it was then given
to Princeton University where it now
forms part of their sculpture garden.
The sculpture differs from the Israeli
version in many ways. Firstly it is
primarily a vertical composition, with
Isaac kneeling in front of Abraham, no
longer a young boy accepting his fate,
but a student begging for mercy. Again,
the protagonists wear modem clothing
but here Isaac, who could otherwise
overthrow his father, is bound as he
awaits the sacrificial knife. Segal's
intention was to stress the violent

conflict between the generations in this
post-war period.
Finally, Segal returned to the theme
in his Holocaust Memorial which was
cast in bronze and installed in Lincoln
Park, San Francisco. The original

plaster sculptures are in the Jewish
Museum, New York. The memorial
comprises eleven flgures, ten of them
corpses whilst a lone survivor peers
out from behind barbed wire. To
emphasise the huge loss of life, Segal
introduced religious symbolism.
Amongst the corpses lie a woman
holding an apple core lying across the

ribs of a man - Adam and Eve - a man
with arms outstretched - Christ - and a
young boy and his father who represent
Abraham and Isaac, all killed along
with so much tradition and culture in
the slaughter of the Holocaust .
JULIA WEINER z.a cz wrz./er, /ecf"rer d#d
museum educator. She has been the art critic Of
ffre Jewish Chronicle sz.#ce /993.

HOW TO BEAT THE
BOYCOTT

Wi;rs::iFe:aga;neRd=c.:o:ycEtt::E:
emphasize that the only agreed action at
the moment is to discuss it - it is
important that we do not exaggerate the
support available to our enemies and
underestimate our allies.
First, if a boycott motion were to be
passed by the UCU, it would be a
propaganda victory but nothing more.
The UCU is powerless to enforce such
a proceeding even on its members, and
even if its national executive were
prepared to try.
Secondly, although the UCU is the
main union for lecturers in Higher and
Further Education, its actual membership, at least in Higher Education, is
less than 50 per cent of the academic
staff.
Thirdly, 90 per cent of the Union's
membership never attend meetings,
and take no interest in its activities
unless they involve pay and conditions
- often not even then.
The last point is crucial. As with
most other unions, and many other
organizations, UCU policy is being
continued on next page
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determined by a tiny group of activists,
unrepresentative of the ordinary
membership. The few polls that have
been taken indicate at least 80 per cent
against a boycott. The remedy is for
supporters of Israel who belong to
these organizations to attend meetings,
oppose these resolutions, oppose the
election of people who support them,
and encourage others to join them. It is
going to be terribly tedious, but very
necessary.

Harry Lesser
Centre for Philosophy
University of Manchester
•-,\f

SELF DEFENCE

A;ee?::sila%n:e:s¥;e:po:::egnn:
myself from the accusations of Rabbi
Dow Mamur (A4:4ML4 95)? He quotes
with approval Benjamin Pogrund's
saying about Jews: `Some are so

staunch in their support for Israel that
they don't want any word of criticism.
Others support Israel but believe that it
is open to criticism and this must be
expressed. Others wish Israel didn't
exist.' Rabbi Marmur adds: `It is not
difficult to identify IJV with the third
category. ' In fact I belong to the second
category, and signed the declaration in
repudiation of those who, being in the
first category, nevertheless are
considered to speak for all British
Jews.

As for the views of Jacqueline Rose
and Toni Judt - the latter did not sign
the declaration - I am neither of those
people. Does Rabbi Dow Marmur's
sweeping view of the signatories as
wishing that Israel did not exist
include Rabbi David Goldberg, a
member of the IJV Steering Group?
Rabbi Goldberg's book 77ze Dz.vz.c7ec7

Se// distinguishes the problems and
characteristic attitudes of the Diaspora
from those of the State of Israel, and
resists the common Israeli view of the
Diaspora as inferior, but this does not
constitute a wish that the State of Israel
did not exist. In fact Rabbi Goldberg
takes a long view of the State of Israel's
problems.
Even if some signatories might
`wish Israel didn't exist', accusing

collectively a group of people who
express a particular opinion, because
of other opinions expressed elsewhere
by some of them, is logically akin to
attributing guilt by association.
The prime puxpose of the declaration
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was not to `express critical views about
Israel', but to point out that many of
those who speak as though they speak
for all British Jews on Israel do not do
so. Thus a signatory of the IJV

declaration, such as myself, may
without inconsistency largely agree
with your Editorial in A44AV4 95.
That the declaration is to Jew and
Gentile alike has nothing to do with
some conceptual ghetto, but is
reasonable if you believe, as I do, that
bonest relations between Jew and
Gentile are not helped by presenting
the latter with a false generalization of
British Jewish thought and feeling. We
are here in a non-Jewish world for a

We should all be rejoicing that in the
free society in which we live an
intelligent young man of forty-one has
achieved such high status, the youngest
foreign secretary since David Owen not to mention his younger brother, Ed,
which means two brothers are serving
in the Cabinet.
Wbat will William Wolff write if
one day David Miliband becomes
Prime Minister? I shudder to think.

Jillian M Cordon, JP
Hsher, Surrey

•-,\f

puapose, which requires interaction
with Gentiles. Ahavat Yisrael, the love
of the people of Israel, implies and
includes pursuing the people's
appointed purpose, which in turn
relates us to outsiders as well as fellow`insiders', to use Rabbi Marmur's

sT:n:|ELd;:1:i:Cue:eiFaalf:e:::

word.
I write not to contradict Rabbi

developed from it. This adds a little
extra from one who volunteered to

Marmur, for that would indeed be
chutapah, but to defend myself against
misunderstanding.
Jeffrey Boss
Stroud, Glos

participate but never got there.
Having been flying Spitfires and
other single seater fighters during the
war, I contacted the Palestine London
Office and had an appointment in Hyde
Park with a member. The problem was
that they had no single seat fighters at
that time, but would contact me when
they started to arrive.
So I kept my haversack that used
to barely fit in the coclapit with me, at
the ready, and went back to work. I had
to go to Spain on a selling trip of some
weeks. Still, no Messerschmitts had
arrived on the scene. So I had to
leave, and infomi the Palestine^.Office
that I would have to withdraw my offer.

-,\f

DAVID MILIBAND

S|¥¥°L¥ss:trisoiL]¥:Ee#:o#]£ShT&Eo:
95 & 96) Rabbi William Wolff has
launched a diatribe against David
Miliband. I found his comments in the
last issue offensive, but decided not to
write. Ivhen the second attack came in
the Summer issue, I felt the need to
protest.
Do we take his comments to mean
that a Jew who has not set foot in a
synagogue is not truly a Jew? There
are many Jews, I can assure you, wbo
for whatever reason do not feel the
need to attend synagogue or believe in
organized religion - that does not in
my opinion make them any less
halachically Jewish. Both his parents
were Polish Jewish child refugees from
the Holocaust.
And what is wrong if David's late

father, the revered Professor Ralph
Miliband did instil in him Marxism? I
would like to point out that Ralph
Miliband was regarded as one of the
foremost democratic socialists of his
generation. And his mother, Marion
Kozak, is a trained social historian with
a flourishing career in her own right.

SPITFIRES AND
MESSERSCHMIDTS

John Davis
London
•+\f

STOP BURYING

A;::-If#:¥:#:t::::%¥

hundreds, if not thousands, of much
loved siddurim, is this not surely the
timefortheReformAssemblyofRabbis
to agree with their colleague Rabbi Neil
Amswych, that it is time to ` stop burying
books' (A4;4JVZVA, Spring 2007)?

In that event, one would expect them
to return to their own communities and
issue that advice in the strongest
possible terms to their synagogue
councils or boards of management.

Larry Ross
East Barnet, London
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never spoken. In one of the great

THIS cultural
IS THE
crimes
TRUTH
of the 20th
THAT
century,
IS
Soviet Communism wiped out Judaism
in the lands over which it held sway as
effectively as the Nazis wiped out Jews.
It took those cultural criminals seventy
years to destroy what had been fostered
and flourished in eastern Europe over
1500 years.

I fmally knew this on Rosh Hashanah
when my entire congregation in Rostock
- membership 700 - consisted of 17 in
all, 12 men and five women. And two of
the men left early, before the Shofar was
blown. One had a doctor's appointment
for a minor complaint, the congregation
chairman needed to attend a meeting of
the Synagogue committee, he had called
in defiance of the festival and its
service. Of the remnant, one
complained bitterly that I was using a
Machzor, a festival prayer book, rather
than the daily prayer book. The reason
for his moan was that in the Machzor
the Hebrew was not transliterated into
the letters of the Russian alphabet. And
in the 15 years he has been in the
congregation, he has not bothered to
learn the Hebrew alphabet.
One lesson is that we need be neither
impressednorconvincedwhentoldofthe
"success " of religious work, either by the
orthodox or progressives, in Russia,
Ukraine or other leftovers of the former
Soviet empire. Congregations can be
counted in tens, hundreds, and in rare
exceptions, in thousands - out of
hundreds of thousands of Jews
remaining there. The bulk of those who
today still acknowledge some Jewish
identity, will have vanished into the
surrounding secular society within two
or at most four decades.
They leave behind one lesson of
history - that a culture once destroyed
can never be revived. And there is not
even a Kaddish for a culture.

Succot. In the German calendar it was the
day on which a divided Germany became
one again 17 years ago. Three rows in
front of me in the local cathedral sat
Angela Merkel, the chancellor - the
German equivalent of prime minister.
German cathedrals do not believe in
vergers,theupmarketAnglicanequivalent
of a shamash. So she skipped in on her
own from nowhere, took her seat, tuned
in all directions to greet friends and was
ceaselessly chatty and giggly. Two hours
later I was two rows behind her in the
state theatre, got a sideways view, and
knew why she was chancellor. Her jaw
and her mouth had a determination which
it would not pay anyone to cross, least of
all the Euro-agnostic Gordon Brown.
And then on the way out I was
walking beside a woman who looked
five years older than Merkel and had
black hair. "Jacoby," she introduced
herself. "Ruth Jacoby. My father was
born in Berlin, but got to Sweden in
time." lvhere in Berlin? Around the
comer from where I was born. Nearly
seventy years on, his daughter was at
the German Unity Day celebrations to
represent her king and country as the
Swedish Ambassador in Berlin. And I
had a reserved seat as the next best
thing to a local bishop. And if Hitler
had a grave, the two of us might just
have made him turn in it.

#
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job. Unless he is already too smug.

#
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right, I said, but how do you know. "You
mention motoring in your sermons, and
shopping, but never gardens." I was
mortified that my texts came from
Tesco's and the M4, and put it down for
next Yon Kippur's repentance.
She might have added football to my
negatives. So it was only some weeks
after the event that I found out that Israel
had played England. And no surprise at
all that it had lost 0 - 3. "Quite right,
too," I found myself muttering. With that
I had suddenly acquired one more new
role in life - that of an England football
fan.

that after five years of a total

MY ASTOUNDING
wedding drought,NEWS
I can report
IS
two. One I solemnised in August, the
other will take place in December. And
the miracle is that both are between two
Jewish partners That means I have a 1 00

per cent "marrying in" record. And it
proves more conclusively than ever that
there are lies, whoppers and statistics. For
the intermarriage rate in the whole of
Germany remains in excess of 75 per
cent. The English total, in spite of official
whoppers, is at least 50 per cent. And my
100 per cent "manying in" rate makes
neither scratch nor dent on those figures.

#
WO WOMEN DOMINATED
one of my recent days. In the
Jewish
calendar
it was
Hoshannah Rabbah, the last day of

the huge privilege of writing this page.
But... Ivhat will I do if David Miliband
becomes prime minister? I can address
that unlikely event right now. If I have
not already taken up permanent
residence in Hoop Lane, I shall
immediately order my grave to be dug
there -in the absolute certainty that Boy
David will send me there in record time,
laden with increasing sorrows. Those
who follow these things will have
noticed that his first major speech as
foreign secretary to his party's
conference was hardly received with
rapture by the cool commentators. Sure,
he has a bit more time to lean on the
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as I, with the editor's permission, have
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nd sometimes nasty Radio Four
iterviewer,recallsinhislatestbook,
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In God We Doubt, one of his first
interviews with Jonathan Sacks, the Chief
Rabbi. "All you've got to do," he tells
Sacks, "is convert me, turn me into a
religious Jew." Which Sacks took in his
easy stride. "John, I wouldn't dream of
it," he retorted. "You've got enough
problems already." I

RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.s' £fee regr.ozia7
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as cm assistc[Iiit to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STERNBEF}G CENTRE FOR JUDAISM

AN OPEN DO0F] TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Poad, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for Peform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Sternberg Centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, the Strudel Caf6 and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
LEO BAECK COLLEGE SHIUR
THEMES FROM THE BOOK OF EXODUS

SHORT COURSE(S) at NNLS

Tuesdays at 8pm:

25th September -llth December 2007

13th November -18th December 2007

22nd January -13th May 2008
EXODUS AND LEVITICUS
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Study the Torah with the finest teachers
and students.

Torah L'Am - Torah for Everyone

Tel: 020 8349 5604 Email info@lbc.ac.uk

with Michael Gluckman Tel: 020 8346 8560
Email: offlce@nnls-masorti.org.u

Creative Commentary; with Ariel Kahn
Writing our Way Through the Bible

Thursdays at 8pm: £5 per session
THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM

A JEWISH JOURNEY to lsRAEL
April 30th to May 9th 2008

Including Yom Hashoah, Yom Hazikaron and
Yon Ha'atzmaut led by Julian Resnick, with the
participation of Jeremy Leigh.
To Honour, Celebrate and Reflect on the
60th Anniversary of the Creation of the State of
Israel. Israel@601948 -2008
This will be a very special Journey which will
take place over the most powerful dates in the
Jewish calendar: dates during which we will
consider some of the momentous events of Jewish
history and of the 20th Century for humanity as a
whole. 60 years ago, just a moment after the
destruction of European Jewry, during the
Holocaust, we saw the creation of the State of
Israel aiding in the regeneration of Jewish life and
Peoplehood.
This will be both a journey of serious consideration
of the impact these events have had on the Jewish
people as well as an unadulterated celebration of
Jewish Independence.
For further information and to reserve your place,

please contact: Annie Simmons
annie.simmons@refromjudaism.org.uk
Telephone: 020 8349 5646

25th October -15th November -29th November 20th December in the Synagogue.
We will delve deeper into the extraordinary narrative
that accompanies us through the year, and use it as
inspiration for writing our own narratives.

Telephone: 020 8346 8560
Email: office@nnls-masorti.org.uk

JEWISH GENEALOGY at 8pm
Wednesdays: 5th & 12th December 2007
with Richard Pearlman of JGSGB
Two Sessions: the first will be an introduction to
Jewish Genealogy and the second, a workshop for
people interested in working their own family
genealogy. In the Synagogue. £10
Telephone: 020 8346 8560
Email: offlce@nnls-masorti.org.uk

REFORM MOVEMENT Mixed Faith Seminar
" l'M JEWISH MY PARTNER ISN'T"

Sunday 13th January 2008 2.30pm -5.45pm
Couples in Mixed Faith Relationships
This seminar offers the opportunity for couples to
talk about their situation. Discuss the issues that
arise and explore the various options open to them.
Further information Tel: 01628 673012
Email: rabi@maidenheadsynagogue.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE CELEBRATING
THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
CONFERENCE 2008 July 4th -6th 20o8

Learning, Leyning, Laughing
Please contact Annie Simmons for more info and to
book your place.
annie.simmons@refromjudaism.org.uk
Telephone: 020 8349 5646

ISRAEL'S GOTH ANNIVERSARY
SUNDAY 17TH FEBRUARY 2008
Keynote speaker Rabbi Elliot Kleinman
Director of Programme for the Union for Reform
Judaism in USA.

Contact Pamela Hartog Tel: 020 8349 5620
Email: Pamela.hartog@lbc.ac.uk

